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Introduotion. 
The purpose of the present study is to present a 
systematic account of the topographio anatomy of the 
human abdomen from the latter part of the embryonio 
period (t.e. the second lunar or fetal month of 
gestation) to the close of th fetal period or birth, 
with partioular referenoe to the establishment of the 
adult relations of the abdominal visoera and to the 
variations which are found in maturity 
This field of investigation is quite an open one 
for our kno¥ledge of the topography of the abdomen in 
the fetal period is very limited. As a whole the 
topography of this as ell as the other regions of the 
body has been studied mainly in the adult and the early 
embryo and little is known of the changes in the 
intervening periods. The oauses of this hi tus are 
mainly practical ones of teohnique and material, some of 
hioh oan be overoome by the use of speoial instruments 
and methods. ith these difficulties eliminated, the 
study of fetal topography offers an excellent method for 
I 
the dete:nnination of fundamental topographio relations, 
their norms end deviations, and the faotore hioh 
affeot them . 
The viscera considered in the present study are the 
g stro-intestinal tract, the liver, the pancreas, the 
spleen, the euprarenals, the kidneys and ureters, and the 
abdominal portion of the bladder. Some notes are also 
added on the surface topography of the abdomen and the 
topography of the abdominal aorta. The investigation 
includes both the examination of the relations of the 
various visoera to eaoh other and to the surface of the 
abdomen and leo their rel tione to the spine, bony 
thorax and pelvis. These relation hips were determined 
and reoorded by means of quan 1 t tive teohnique hioh 
will b described in a later section. No atte pt was 
m de to study the changes in the peritonem in any 
detail sinoe such a study involves the distur anoe of 
the normal relations of the viscera hich as the ohief 
object of this investig tion to determine. 
In the following aooount the findings are 
described for each organ in the order given in the 
preceding paragraph. The general conclusions 
regarding each viscus will be found in summarized 
form in the general resume at the close of the paper. 
Thia investigation was carried out under the 
direction of Dr. Richard E. Scammon to whom I am greatly 
indebted not only for all the material examined but also 
u 
for invaluable oonsel and numerous suggestions. The 
funds for this work were :furnished by the Departments 
of Anatomy and Surgery of the University of Minnesota. 
II. Historical Summary. 
The published studies on the topographic anatomy 
of the abdomen of the fetus and ne born may be 
divided into two general classes: first, those 
dealing with the topography of th fetal and neo-
natal abdomen as a ,hole, and second, numerous 
special studies on the relations and form of the 
various organs or regions, which, in the original 
publication, are often secondary to oth r considera-
tions. Only the former will be revie ed in the 
pres nt summary; the latter .il- be considered in 
connection with the various organs in later s ctions. 
lthough the studies of Henke ( 1 78, '81}, 
"iller ( 1 85), and Symington ( 1 87), as 11 as the 
older work of Dc.nz (1776} and others, contain a 
number of references to the topographic anatomy of 
the abdomen of the fetus and ne born, th first 
attempt to present a systematic account of this 
subject seems to be that of Ballantyne published in 
his "Introduction to the Diseases of Infancy" in 1891. 
This author studied eight newborn infants prepared 
by the frozen section method of Pirogoff. In each 
case numerous horizontal sag ti;al and coronal 
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sections, as well as horizontal sections, were made . 
Many other infants were examined by simple dissec-
tions. The topographical anatomy of the abdominal 
viscera was studied in considerable detail, and a 
terse description given of each. 
In the same year Dwight and Rotch ('91) 
published a series of articles on the anatomy of 
infancy, one section of which, "The Anatomy of the 
Abdomen in Infancy", includes some date. on the 
abdominal topography of the newborn. 
In 1893 ettenheimer published an article on 
the topographical anatomy of the thorax, abdom n, 
and pelvis of the newborn. He did not comment in 
particular on the material used or the technic 
employed. However, it is certain that this study 
was conducted in the major part at least by means of 
frozen sections cut in the transverse plane. The 
abdominal viscera were studied in considerable detail. 
In 1894 Merkel made an examination of mid-
sag~i~~l sections of a series of fetuses ranging in 
age from 14 to 30 weeks in the course of a study of 
the mechanics of fetal development. One newborn 
was also includ d in this series. The specimens 
were hardened by first placing them in Muller 's 
fluid and then in alcohol, after which they were 
{ 
sectioned in the median sasJitf:al plane. These 
sections were then pressed firmly against glass 
plates and photographed. By means of a special 
photographic apparatus all these pictures were 
reduced to the same absolute size for comparison, 
the length of the thoracic spine serving as a basis 
for making the reduction. In this study the only 
abdominal viscera considered were those which reach 
1 the mid-sag,-:rlt1al line, namely, the liver, portions 
of the gastrointestinal tract and the urinary 
bladder. The pancreas was omitted. The topograph-
ical anatomy of these organs was only briefly and 
incompletely studied. 
In 1897 Lemaire published a thesis on the 
topographical anatomy of the abdominal organs of the 
fetus and child, in which he attempted to follow 
the changes in position of these organs during 
childhood. Thirty fetuses and children under five 
years of age were examined. These specimens were 
hardened by injecting a twelve per cent. aqueous 
chromic acid solution into the gastrointestinal 
tract through the oesophagus, the injection terrain-
ating upon escape of the solution through the anus. 
Three or four days were allowed for diffusion of the 
solution, after which all the abdominal organs were 
"fix d in th ir positions 11th the o.d.v tag that 
aft r having b n moderately displac d they returned 
to their original position. Simple dissection con-
stituted the method of xaminat ion." 
In the same year ~ . uller published an 
excellent account of certain phases of th dev~lop-
mental topography of the abdom n based on an exam-
ination of 17 fetuses ranging in total length from 
5 to 52 cm. hes srecim ns were pr pared by intra-
vascular formalin and era dissected layer by l~yer, 
a plast r of Paris cast be· mad of th specimen 
at each stage in its dissection. Eis stud was 
limited mainly to the consideration of the form and 
topography of th ge troint stinal tr ct and liver. 
Chievitz, in 1899, publieh~d a uet · 1 d uescrip-
tion of the topographic anatomy of an app oximatel 
full-term male fetus, hardened anQ xami d in utero. 
The uterus with the conta·ned fetus as 1 ced in a 
solution of hydrochloric acid for a fe da s after its 
vessels had been injected ~ith celloidin • t r ex-
posure of the fetus it was decided to harden it in 
utero, which was done by first placing the mass in a 
two per cent. chromic acid solution and then in a 
three per cent. formaldehyde solution. In this in-
vestigation the method of His and Muller was followed, 
"namely, the removal, by dissection, of successive 
layers of the fetus, a plaster cast anQ photographs 
being taken of the structures displaced at each stage 
of the process." So far as the abdomen is concerned, 
a brief description of each organ is given "of those 
topographical details which depend strictly upon the 
intrauterine position of the fetus, excluding from 
consideration all anatomical relationships which might 
be studied perfectly \'Tell in the ne;vborn child." 
Very good reproductions of the dissections accompany 
the descriptions . 
Whi le this 1ork is very valuable, its narrow 
scope and single specimen limit greatly its value as 
a contribution to the topographical anatomy of the fetus . 
Jo 
In 1909 Jackson described the developmental 
topography of the thoracic and abdominal viscera in 
embryonic and early fetal life with reference to the 
principal changes in position which the viscera under-
go during this stage of their developm nt and with 
reference also to "some mechanical principles involv-
ed in these changes." The material studied consisted 
of "a considerable number of human embryos and fetuses," 
several of which were cut in serial sections, and from 
"four of them models were reconstructed by Born's 
wax-plate method." These were "especially designed 
to show the topographic relations of the thoracic and 
abdominal viscera to the skeleton. 11 This was accom-
plished by indicating the projection of the sternum, 
ribs, and vertebral centra upon the underlying organs 
in tht:i models. "In order to sho the general 
position and relations of the organs represant~d in 
the models, ith reference to th body as a whole, 
graphic reconstructions were made showing from the le~ 
II 
lateral view the outline of the body, ribs, sternum, 
vertebral column, etc.n The crown-rump lengths of 
the specimens modeled were 11, 17, 31, and 65 mm. 
respectively. The intestines and pancr as were not 
considered in this paper. "The general re lat ions of 
the viscera to the body wall , particularly to the var-
tebral column" were first discussed, nto be f ollowed 
by a brief consideration individually of the principal 
viscera." 
With these general studies may be listed contribut-
ions to the subject in the form of illustrations of 
topographic dissections and sections of th abdomen 
of the fetus and newborn which are found scattered 
through the anatomical and cognate lit ratura. 
I I 
Among the more important of these are those of Pirogoff (J;>.~r-), 
I 
Ribemont ( 7 ~ ) , Luschka ) , Ri.tdinger ( 1}~ ) , Bardeleben ( ) . 
/85 f I 
Fhros and Hacker ( ) , Yerke31 end Corning ( ~CJ ) , 
The descriptions in these cases are usually limited to 
accounts of the figures with brief notes of comments. 
III. Material. 
Fifty fetuses, ranging in crovm-heel length from 
36 to 506 mm., were used in this investigation. ~ith 
few exceptions the crown-heel length of each fetus 
differed from the lengths of the next smaller and the 
next larger specimen by one centimeter, so that the 
series was a very continuous one . There were 30 male 
and 20 femal specimens. The condition of all the 
specimens but one was excellent so far as preservation 
was concerned. The bodies of several were considerably 
distorted and in these cases attempts wer made to restore 
them to their normal postures,- sometimes with only 
partial success. However, no specimen was included in 
this series whose distortion was deemed sufficient to 
influence appreciably the relations of the abdominal 
viscera. Jost of the distortions consisted of lateral 
displacements and compression of the sternum, and extreme 
)J.... 
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positions of abduction and adduction of the inferior extremi-
ties. In a few instances there were slight degrees of 
scoliosis. 
The method of preservation consisted, in most cases, 
of injecting through the umbilical vein a ten per cent. 
formalin .solution (approximately :fe-lH' per cent. formal-
dehyde), with subsequent preservation in ten per cent. 
~ 
formalin . In a few instances,1 formalin solution inject-
ed into the veins contained one per cent. chromic acid, 
and some of the smaller specimens were placed directly 
into the ten per cent. formalin solution without in-
jection. The viscera were well hardened by t hese 
processes and maint·ained their form perfectly upon removal. 
The tabulated list of the fifty specimens includes 
their crown-heel and crown-rump length, calculated age, 
sex, and method of preservation, as given below. 
~ 
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TABLE I. 
!No. 
Collection !Observed Calculated 
designation CH length CR length 
in mm. in mm. 
Calculated 
Spine 
length in 
Calculated r I 
age in \\ks. ex Preservation 
1
. 
according 
Notes 
~~ 
4:U 
:;g 
I 
OD 
Cameron 49 
Cameron 4D 
H- -· 27~ 
36 
42 
01> 
65 
29 
"3"3" 
41 
48 
mm. 
19 
22 
2l3 
~ 
to S oammon-
Mall curve. 
9 
~ 
J:U 
lT 
I 
M 
M 
· ltT 
H 
Formalin 
If 
"lT 
"lf 
Inte s tinal mass 
1 contained in cord. 
Part of intest1nal 
mass contained in 
cord 
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20--1-nXY-- I 138 I 96 I 63 --T-l.4 ____ -----rF 
0:5 : 14 : 139 1 97 · I 64 1 - - lo 1 1? 
~· Cameron ---10--· -----ff 
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If 
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Tl 
" ii 
Tl 
lf 
"lT 
,, 
If 
If 
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29 · Cameron 2 F ' ;~-1 -- -nr II 
1
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b HN 257 T70 -no n -M ·rf 
$p1:een· not O:n.wn 
I Marked left lateral scoliosis of spine 
Ureters very 
tortuous 
Suprerene11n con-
tact medially. Rt. 
kioney lo~-·~~-
} 
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IV. Technique. 
In general, a satisfactory technique in an investi-
gation of a large number of specimens should be not only 
accurate but also rapid. The simpler and more rapid the 
technique the greater is the number of specimens which 
can be examined, a factor which is highly important in 
dealing with material as variable as th&t used in the 
present study. It is surprising how few specimens have 
often served as a basis for quite extensive works on the 
anatomy of th fetus. The involved and laborious methods 
employed in these investigations account for the limited 
number of specimens studied. Among the various methods 
of investigation heretofore employed in this kind of work 
none is characterized by being at the same time very 
accurate and also very rapid. Accurate observations 
can be made by simple dissection, but the records of 
the data obtained by this method must be made either by 
projection or photography, both of which are tedious and 
often quite inaccurate. 
/ 6 
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The method of Henke, consisting of graphic re-
constructions from free hand transv rse s ctions is 
relatively slow and inaccurate in the examination of 
fetal specimens due to distortion of the fragile and 
necessarily thin sections. 
Born's ax-plate method is accurate so f ar as 
detail is concerned hen used for specimens requir-
ing no decalcification. Ho ever, it is very slo 
and laborious and also subject to considerable 
error hen employed for specimens requiring decal-
cificetion because of the distortion res ' ting from 
the action of the decalcifying a.gents. 
The pin method of Addison does not afford a 
fine enough technique for fetal or . Inability to 
place the pins in the true planes of the bot and 
to maintain them immovably in position in the deli ate 
tissues, the very small size of the structures, and 
the interference of the pins in subsequent dissec-
tion, are factors which give rise to grave inaccur-
acies in this technique. 
The method of His, consisting of plaster casts 
and photographs of the structures as they are success-
ively displayed in the examination is accurate but 
very slow and laborious. 
Recently Scammon ('21) described a simple 
tracing apparatus for making topographic reconstruc-
tions of the fetus and infant. mhis apparatus 
affords a very accurate, rapid and inexpensive 
method for this work. By enlarging the ap aratus 
adults can be examined as well as fetuses . mhe 
author ' s description of this method end the ap~ara-
tus devised by him is herewith given verbatim: 
The apparatus "consists essentially of a 
tracing stand covered by a glass grating, and an 
ey piece. ' 
"The stand is sho n in figure 1. Its base 
is a slab of hardwood, 25 inches long, 17 inches 
wide, and 1 . 5 inches thic k. Seven inches above this 
base is a sheet of heavy plate glass inclosed in a 
strong hardwood frame, which is supported at its 
corners by four brass rods. At one end these rods 
or legs are connected with the frame by hinges 
and firmly attached to the base- board with screws . 
At the other their upper ends are screwed to the 
frame of the plate, but their lower ends are cov r -
ed by rubber caps which rest freely on the base-
board. This permits the frame to be raised so 
that large objects may be easily plac d on the 
base- board below . " 
"The glass plate is ruled with a centimeter 
grating and the lin s of this grating are numbered 
or lettered consecutivel at its margin . The middle 
longitudinal and the middle cross line of the 
grating are ruled a little heavier than the others 
and are filled with pigment to distinguish them as 
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base lines (fig. 3) ." 
"The eyepiece is a brass tube 4 inches long and 
0.8 inch in diameter (fig. 2,A). Its upper end is 
closed by a screw cap which contains a central pin-
hole opening (fig. 2,B). At the bottom of the tube 
are cross-hairs of spun glass or very fine wire 
which are set a little above its lower opening and 
cross in the optical axis of the tube direct.ly in 
line with the pinhole opening in the cap . The 
lower end of the tube is set in the center of a 
circular plate of brass 2. 4 inches in diameter and 
0.2 inch thick. One quadrant of this base is 
cut away , its margins being so adjusted that they 
fall directly in line with the cross-hairs of the 
eyepiece. The edges of the quadrant are beveled 
and are graduated in millimeters, th zero points 
of the scales lying exactly 1 cm. from the optical 
center of the eyepiece (fig. 2,C) ." 
. 
11 The method of using the apparatus is simple . 
)I 
he specimen to be recons ructe is ix d ir 1 in 
a tray or b tt r s t in a baa o pla ter of ri 
or hard ex. It is th n plec on th baa -board 
and adjusted so that it midlin corr pond 
approximately 1th the midline of th grating o 
the glass plate above it . Ori ntation points 
are hen established by mar i th cim n ith 
dots of indelibl in or b tti small pine in 
it . t le st three such point .ould b tabli h-
d as far apart as po sible and in r ion hi ch 
ill not b ist in thu cour of th SU 8 -
_uent di ct ion. lar e sh t of co or ina e 
a_ er is no numb r d to cor e on .1th th 
number· 0 th re.t an b corr 0 
i to thos O- th gr in ar r n pon it . h 
e act ositio of th or· nt tion poin and h 
outl~n s an~ sup rf·c~al lan· ar of t sp c n 
are no d~t~rmined by ucce ~1ve r edi ith th 
·piece hich is passed o· r th gratin. s 
th se determinations ere made th y ar recorded in 
their prop r places on the coordinate paper, and 
the first plot gi ing the outlin s of th sp cime 
is completed by connecting these points . fter the 
outline is made the sp cimen mey be dissected layer 
by layer and as the different structures are xpos-
ed they may be outlin d in their porper posit 'ons 
on the plot by replacing th specimen under tho 
grat ing, adjusting the orientation point to th ir 
r~corded positions , and taking the nee Msary r ed-
ings ith the eyepiece . 1th a little practic 
this process can be carried out quit idl . 
R adi s ith th eyup'ec~ to hal -c ntimctars 
can b made directl from the lines of the grati 
and readings to half- millimuters b u ing th sc 1 
on the margins of the ~uadrant . he specimens· o ~d 
be strongly illuminated hen the readings ar made . 
Orthographic pro·ection is assured by the use of 
the eyepiece ith a ertical optical axis establish-
)3 
ed by the pinhole opening and cross- hairs . It is 
possible to make the reconstruction at any magnifica-
tion desired by modifying the scale of the coordin-
ate paper . n 
11The chief sources of error in making recon-
structions of this kind are due, first, to changes 
in the form of the specimen which may occur in the 
course of dissection and, second, to variations 
caused by the improper adjustment of the eyepiece. 
The first may be avoided, in a great measure, by 
partially embedding the specimen in a firm base of 
plaster or wax as mentioned above and by care in 
dissection. The second can be entirely eliminat-
ed if care is taken to see that the margins of the 
quadrant are either parallel or at right angles to 
the lines of the grating before each reading is made . " 
All specimens in this series were mounted in 
hard wax. Orientation points ware established by 
m ans of pins plac d in the ax in tea of in the 
fetus, thus removing them from th i ld of 
dissection . 
It ~as found that the above describ d 
apparatus coul d be used ~o advantage in the exam-
ination of fetus s hos cro n-heel length as 
not less than 16 cm. In th examination of th 
smaller specimen a fin r scale as necessar in 
order to maintain accurac . Thor fore a 
eb lthau's tra rsing microsc pe as con 'erted 
into a traci apparatu , the principle of hich 
is the same as thet described abo he onl 
alteretion nece sary conei ted in substi uti 
an eyepi c such an ha~ be n describ ~ for th 
microscope attached to th ap arat· . d scrip-
tion of this apparatus is her it gi al ost 
~rbatim a~ furnish d by the manufactu.:rers . 
~he ey pi c is mount d upon a t1avelling 
carriage running on a heavy bed support~d by t o 
stout pillars, while the stage travols un rn ath 
th same . The various movem ntn are accomplish d by 
the combined motions of the ey pi ce and the stage 
on tracks at right angl s to each other . mhe eye-
piece is moved by a sere , th stage by a double 
rack and pinion. The ma itude of the mov m nt i 
indicated in either case by a scale, thus affording 
the means of systematically examining the ntir 
objact . The stage consists of a glass plate 
measuring 200xl60 mm. and is carried in a frame 
supported by four pillars . .he r e of motion 
of the eyepiece is 180 mm. , and that of the 
stage 135 mm. (fig . 3 ) . 
Specimens hos crown- heel le th is not 
less than 3 or 4 cm. can be traced ad ante.gee al 
by means of this apparatus . he specimen ex in-
ed ith this apparatus ere mount d in ax 
h ld in position on the glass stage b means of 
putty. No orientation points were necessary since 
the dissection coul d be made readi_y without re-
moving the specimens from the plate . 
The accuracy of tho tracings made by 
Scammon ' s method was frequently checked by means 
of proportional dividers which d monstrated that 
the average error was less than 0 . 5 mm. 
The advantages of this method. have 
already been enumerated . The only disadvan-
tage which I can fin& lies in the limitation 
of its appl ication in very small specimens . 
Readings to one- h&l f millimeters can be 
ta ren easily with th larger apparatus, and. 
to one- fifth millimet r 11ith the smaller 
apparatus . It is at once apparent that t h 
larger the specimen examined the smaller ill 
be the percentage of er ror . An error in a 
r eading amounting to one- hal f millimeter gi es 
rise to a very slight deviation in a large specimen 
while the same error in a very small specimen 
renders the tracing hopelessly inaccurate . 
Therefore, it is necessary to exercise the great-
est care in obtaining readings which are as 
accurate as possible in the examination of these 
very smell specimens . 
As previously stated, it is possible to 
make the reconstruction at any magnification 
desired by modifying the scale of the coordinate 
paper . For the larger fetuses, tracings of which 
were made by means of the first apparatus, recon-
structions were made on lithographed coordinate 
paper giving a magnification of 1 . 25. The read-
ings were multiplied by two in five specimens 
giving a magnification of 2. 50 . Reconstructions 
of the smaller specimens , which were examined by 
means of the smaller apparatus, were made on 
coordinate paper, giving a magnification of 3 . 823 . 
It was found that confusion was too great when 
the outlines of all the viscera, etc ., were indicat-
ed in one reconstruction , so two were made for each 
specimen, the first containing the outlines of the 
ribs, vertebra: liver, urinary bladder, umbilical 
vessels and small intestine, while the outlines 
of the remaining parts were contained in the 
second reconstruction together with the liv r 
and the inferior costal border. 
From these reconstructions the vertebral 
levels of the di f ferent abdominal viscera and 
structures were readily determined and plottings 
~ 
made on copordinate paper, thereby depicting graphic-
ally the position of each viscus and structure 
relative to the spine dur.iing the latter embryonal 
and entire fetal periods. Half-tone drawings 
were made from the reconstructions of twelve 
typical specimens of the series examined whose 
arown-heel length differed successively approxi-
mately 3 cm. up to 15 cm., beyond which the difference 
amounted to approximately 5 cm. with few exceptions . 
For accurately comparing the shape and position of 
the corresponding organs and structures in each 
of the specimens examined , uniformity in the 
absolute size of the reconstructions is essentia1. 
~o obtain this uniformity photography was resorted 
to. It was first necessary to decide upon the 
size to which the reconstructions were to be 
increased or reduced and the body length with 
reference to which the reductions were to be made • 
. 
The length of the entire spine was selected as a 
basis for calculation in these reductions, since 
its development throughout the fetal periods, taken 
aa a whole, is extraordinarily uniform and its 
individual variations are very slight. Twenty 
centimeters was decided upon as the standard · 
size to which all the spine length specimens were 
to be reduced, since this afforded a favorable 
3 {) 
eiz for comp rieon as 11 a for r duction ro 
th standpoint of th photograp r . mh spine 1 n h 
aa determined for ach speci en by means of the 
fol)o ing empirical orreula: pin len h = 0 . 4 
x CH len h + 4 mm., as d tr ind b Ca_ n ('21) . 
In order to provide ~he photo rapher 1th a 
le uid her by ho could obta n th desir d 
m nification or ch r const uctio , it a 
decided to calc late for d to indic on eac 
reconstruction the length of e lin hich 
mad to co 1th a line o gi en 1 n on 
h gro d gl s of th c er ould gi 
d sired m i ication. 11 o"" 1 h 
on ro las q al 10 c . 
-t i ·ident no th t t un 0 1 n 
b h ucti n 1 to of the lin to re on 
the line O~ lmo langt· on th gro d 1 SB 
as the pine lengt in th r ... o c• iO"" i t 
20 cm. the len h to hich each i to be bro ht . 
:JI 
In hart , e have th follo equation : 
x = spine longt reprod c d 
100 mm. 200 mm. 
Upon solving this equation it i found that :: 1/2 the 
spine length as repro·uced. .he thr d.if r t gni i-
cations employed in these reproduction ere factors to b 
considered in calculatin he pine len h as r produc d . 
It is evid nt that ·n doi thi th actual spin 1 n th 
multiplied b th magnification i es th pin 1 h 
e.s reprod ced . or am 1 , ep ci n o . l ni i 
2 . 50 ti ee in the. roduct'o . -t aot a~ pin h 
1 139 mm . .h refor th 1 h of th line to b 
dr on this reprod ct io i o i d ol 1 
equ tion : = 1/2 x 1 9 . x 2. o. 
v. Description of findings 
1. The general external topography of the abdomen 
in the fetal period 
The general external topography and gro th of the 
dimensions of the fetal abdomen has been studied 
quantitatively by Mackeen ('19) and Calkins ('20-'21). 
The present r .emarks will be limited to a consideration 
of the topography of the bony landmarks of the 
abdomens, and of the umbilicus, in relation to the 
vertebral levels. 
The subcostal angle is found to be obtuse in 
practically every fetus whose C H length is more then 
130 mm., equaling 120 degrees in a fe specimens. In 
specimens whose C H lengths are lees then 130 mm. this 
angle is frequently acute, equaling 60 degrees in some 
specimens. This early type more nearly simulates the 
adult type since the angle in the latter varies from 
67 to 80 degrees according to Charpy . 
The vertebral level of the tip of the xiphoid 
prooess varies greatly throughout the series, being 
found as high as the mi ddle of the 8th thoraoio 
vertebra end as low as the 12th thoraoio dieo. 
Its level is somewhat higher in the latter half of 
fetal life corresponding , usually, with the level of 
the 9th or 10th thoracic vertebra. According to 
I Cunningham ( J:> ) the 10th disc marks its adult 
level. 
While the umbilicus is occasionally found 
lateral to the mid abdominal line its vertebral 
level is usually quite constant corresponding ith 
that of the spinal segment from the middle of the 
4th lumbar vertebra to the 5th lumbar diso. It has 
a tendency to shift cephalad a trifle during the 
latter half of fetal life . Mackeen notes this feet 
in her thesis ( 1 19) . 
The vertebral levels of the iliac crests ere 
very constant throughout the series and very little 
individual variation was noted. This level in most 
specimens corresponds with thet of the spinal segment 
extending from the middle of the 4th to the middl of 
the 5th lumbar vertebra . In the adult this level, as 
figu.red by Cunningham, corresponds with that of the 
4th thoracic vertebra. 
Marked variation in the length of the internal. 
conjugate diameter is seen throughout the series. 
2. The gastrointestinal tract . 
a . The Stomach. 
The position and form of the stomach in these 50 
specimens vary widely . Occasionally a stomach i~een 
which is quite typical relative to some particular feature, 
e.g., the direction of its long axis, but most of the 
specimens exhibit varying degrees of gradation between the 
so-called typical forms . 
lost writers have classified the fetal stomach as 
being vertical, oblique or transverse in position, depend-
ing upon the direction of its long axis . ..·hil the long 
axis of the stomach can as a rule be readily determined 
for each specimen, still a classification of position bas d 
on this alone is not altogether satisfactory for several 
reasons, th more important of which are: first, the 
direction of the long axis in numerous specimens appears 
to be of secondary importance compared with the generel 
f<I 'I 
form of the stomach, as , for example , specimen ~o . 2~ CH 
length 48q mm. ; second , dissimilarity in form exists 
between specimens of the same type, as for example, 
'Jc! 1~ 'I ...£. I 
specimens Nos . 2J,4and 38/ are of the same type relative to 
the direction of the long axis, yet in form they vary wide-
ly, exhibiting no similarity with regard to their most strik-
ing feature, the direction of the lesser and greater curva-
ture; third, there is frequently such marked similarity in 
form between specimens of different types when classified 
according to the direction of the long axis, e.g., in 
"? I .L."/' '7 2 
specimens Eos .19~ and 20 CH lengths 130 and 138 respectively 
marked similarity in form exists and the form in each case 
is the predominating feature, yet because the direction of 
the long axis is not similar they are of different types; 
fourth, the fr quent occurrence of borderline cases bet een 
different types makes differentiation difficult . Although 
there prevails the above mentioned objection to a classifi-
cation based on the direction of the long axis, it seems to 
be the only classification which has been gen rally adopted 
and it is, theraforo , followed in this paper in order to 
permit a comparison of the present results with those 
previously reported. Grouped according to this classifica-
• --~~---------------------------------
tion the frequency of these vario s types was as follows : 
Transverse - 6 or 12 per cent . 
Vertical 25 or 50 n 
II 
Oblique 17 or 34 " 
II 
Unclassified- 2 or 4 n " 
The three youngest specimens, namely, Nos . 50, 49 
..;.. j~~ I 5- j'J µ-rf 
and 40 are of the transverse type . However, they do not 
i n the least simulate in form the somewhat earlier transverse 
type of stomach described by Lewis (1912) . They probably 
do not represent a persistence of the earli r or embryonic 
transverse type but owef heir position to the expansion of 
the lower part of the stomach. Scammon calls attention to 
the fact that "the change in the direction of the stomach 
axis, particularly in later fetal life, is due not to the 
actual shifting of the viscus as a whole but to the expansion 
of the lower part of the corpus and particularly to that 
portion which lies to the left . " 
The vertical type is by far the most frequent one 
found throughout the series. However, a great variation 
in form exists between specimens of this category, e . g . , 
I 
specimen No . 3817 exhibits a vertical stomach whose lesser 
• ----~~------------------lllliili---
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curvature is really a direct caudal continuation of the 
oes ophagus and whose greater curvature is also f or th most 
part vertical, the whole stomach pres nt ing a some hat 
tubular appearance . This contrasts sharply ith th stomach 
.~N 
in specimen No . 2~, which is also vertical but hose 1 sser 
curvature is sharply angulated and which exhibits most of 
the subdivisions found in the stomach of the full-term fetus. 
Throughout the series are s n stomachs qhos typ s 
are dependent upon apparently transitory modifications in 
~I 
form of the fundus and corpus . Thus, in ep cim n o. l 4 a 
vertical stomach is seen hich is dependent in large measure 
up.on the development of it s fundus . If the latter ere 
"smoothed out", as happens occasionally throughout the series 
and at the same time th corpu expande to t o 1 t obvious-
ly the vertical type ould be tr nsformed into a transverse 
~. } 
one such as is present in specimen o. 20 . 
he oh lique type sho s all de rees of gradation in 
position bet ieen the vertical and transverse type. 
~he position of the stomach relative to the 1 ~ 
costal border varies 1idely throughout the series, chiefly 
.3 
> 
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due to the irregularity in position of the latt r. In some 
specimens the ribs hide the stomach completely, while in 
other specimens the viscus is completely exposed in relation 
to tho anterior chest wall and lies just caudal to the left 
costal border . 
As a rule the stomach, exclusive of its pyloric 
division, lies almost entirely to the left of the spine with 
the lesser curvature occasionally in part or entirely over-
lapping the left margin of the vertebral column. In some 
specimens, however, a considerable part of the corpus also 
lies on the spine. 
~?. "1 '),.').I./ ?. 
Figures A are the plotted levels of the cardia, 
the pylorus and the greater curvature at various body lengths 
hey show that the level of the stomach has be n established 
before the period of development represented by these specimens, 
thus corroborating Jackson's statement, relative to an embryo 
whose CR length was 17 mm., that "the t 'l'IO ends of the stomach 
seem to have reached approximately their permanent positions" 
at this st age . 
I/ 
h gr at t v ri tion in r br l l 1 in 
th ca.so of th gre t r curv tur t li it 0 t i -
t ·on being the disc bet e n th 1 • n h d ; 1 h hor cic 
· rt bra above and th lo r 0 th hir 1 
v rtebra belo . hie id 1 ion in 1 . 1 0 t t 
of th sto ch 1 to b ct d inc 1 0 i io i ir c -
ly aff ec b 11h ion o h oor 1 0 
ize of th .... t ob 0 11 r h 
n, 
0 0 hie c or 1 1 r 1 
11 In h ori 0 r 
1 1 0 th gr c oo·r ond 0 0 
fir d con 1 b 
h 1 l 0 h c 1 1 co 0 
rt br 1 0 i 0 0 
co r on 0 th l 1 0 c 
1 r p t 0 t h br 
oun t ca.ra.ia at h l of h t n hor ic 
a er 1 s po ition a- • h d. 
r 
le els of tne cardia in his s ri s co r pon 0 
c 
between the eighth and ninth thoracic and the lower part of 
the twelfth thoracic vertebrae. 
The pyloric level in most specimens corresponds to the 
segment of the spine extending between the upper part of the 
~I 
twelfth thoracic and the middle of the second lumbar vertebrae, 
thus exhibiting a greater degree of variation than the cardia 
~he extreme levels of the pylorus correspond to the disc 
between the eleventh and twelfth thoracic and the lower part 
of the second lumbar vertebrae. he pylorus in all the 
specimens passes over into the duodenum some here between 
the lateral borders of the vertebral column. 
In all specimens the stomach overlaps the visceral 
surface of the spleen in part or entirely, th latt r 
condition being found occasionally in specimens whose CH 
l engths are less than 150mm. but in none larg r . In most 
specimens and in all whose CH lengths exceed 150 mm. the 
left margin of the spleen projects laterally from unQer 
cover of the stomach along its fundus and the s perior part 
of its greater curvature, so that a part of the posterior 
is 
surface of the stomach in contact with th spleen resting 
on the antero -internal surface of the latter. 
The posterior aspect of the stomach lies in contact with 
the considerabl~ surface of the left suprarenal not covered 
by the spleen and pancreas, and which thus forms a part of 
is 
the stomach bed. The stomach completely hidden from 
anterior view by the liver in all 35 specimens whose CH 
lengths are under 350 mm., with the exception of specimen 
I .J 
No.lq, ~ CH length 139 mm. which is practically covered com-
pletely by the liver, only a little of the inferior border 
of the pylorus being exposed. In the remaining 15 specimens 
whose CH lengths are all above 350 mm., 9 are entirely 
covered by the liver and 5 are nearly entirely covered, a 
very little of the greater curvature being exposed along the 
.4? /()~­
lateral or inferior border of the left lobe. In 0 .271, CH 
length 497 mm., the stomach is practically entirely exposdd 
but the liver is abnormally small due to poor preservation, 
so no significance can be attached to this condition in 
this specimen. 
It is evident that, ith very fe excepti9ns, the li\er 
co\ers the stomach completely in fetal li e . In th 5 
exceptions , an almost negligible portion of th stomach as 
exposed . mhe pancreas in all sp cim ns helps form tho 
stomach bed . It som tim s lies nearer one curvat than 
the other , as a rule nearer the less r curvatu=o . In no 
specimen is the stomach in direct contact with th l ft 
kidney for th left suprar nal , spl n, pancreas, spl nic 
flexure, small intestinal mass and distal duod num i terv ne 
between the t o vise ra. 
~he relation of th t ansverse colon and s 1 ni 
flexure to th stomach ill be deacrib d hen h a 1 i -
ions of the colon are consider d . 
-----~~~~~~---------------------.. ·-
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b. .lli Duodenum. 
While the form of the duodenum throughout this 
series varies considerably, yet most of. the specimen 
can be classified as belonging to one of t o types, 
the "U" or the annular, the chief distinction between 
the two being the size of the gap between the proximal 
~ 
and eO±tal ends of the duodenum. In the former type 
a more or less considerable gap is present, hile in 
the latter the t o ends of the tube approximate one 
another, thereby giving rise to an annul r appear&.nc • 
These two types are not clean cut in all oases, merg-
ing into each other, so confusion not infr~uently 
occurs in the classification. 
It is quite evident on examination of figures 
7 th t the U type prevails in all but one of 
the 35 specimens whose CH lengths are less than 350 
1 
mm., the exceptions being specimen No. 4 CH length 
338 mm., and that either a frank or an approximate 
annular type ooours in most of the remaining 15 
specimens whose CH lengths are more than 350 mm. 
Jonnesoo (1889) describes three types of uodenum, 
the annular or infantile, the U, and the V. He adds 
that he bas always encountered the first type in infants 
and children up to 7 years of a.ge. The prevalence of 
the annular type in later fetal life in this series 
corroborates in part this observation •. It should be 
emphasized, however, that the U type of duodenum which 
Jonnesco finds so rare from birth to the seventh year 
is in fact almost the only type encountered up to the 
350 mm. (CH) stage of development or during approximate-
ly the first six months of intr uterine life. 
The plotted vertebr~l levels of the proxi l Ei:.lld 
distal ends of the duodenum and the oat dependent 
portion of the transverse division of the 
I. 
uodenum are 
~~ ~ 
shown in Figures In each of the three con-
siderable variation in level exists. Ho ver, the curves 
in e oh case are approximately horizontal lines, indicat-
ing that the level of the duodenum bad been established 
before the i:eriod represented by these specinens. 
.6 
The vertebral levels of the two extremities of 
the duodenum are approximately the same. This barmen-
izes with Jonnesco's findings in the infant and young 
child. Ho\rever, as Lemaire points out, the pyloric ex-
tremity is occasionally a little more elevated than the 
jejuna.l. These levels in most of the specimens correspond 
with the segment of spine from the twelfth thoracic to 
the middle of the second lumbar vertebrae. The level 
of the transverse division corresponds in most specimens 
with the level of the spine from the upper bar r of the 
third to the middle of the fourth lumb r vertebrae. In 
./ b 
only t o specimens, Nos. 14 and l , CH lengths 101 and 119 
mm. respectively, does this iv1sion of the duoden re oh 
the level of the iliac crests an in only two spec1 ens 
/ ,,.,.. 1)2. 
also, Nos. 36 and 23/, CH lengths 370 nd 455 . respectiv -
ly, does it reach the level of the umbilicus. In 11 
specimens t e tr~sverse colon lies in cont ct 1th 
part of the duodenum, as a rule the idd.le ha.lf p roxi ate-
ly of the descending division and the terminal part of the 
duodenum just belo~ the greater curvature, thus l aving 
uncovered the most dependent part of the transverse 
division. However, numerous exceptions to this rule 
a.re found.. In a fe specimens the entire transverse 
division is covered. In the youngest specimens exhibit-
ing a transverse colon the . oaeoum lies so near the mid-
line that in its more or less direct oourse ora.n1a.lly 
and to the left toward the definitive left oolic flexure 
the colon misses the descending portion of the duodenum 
entirely, only the transverse and terminal division being 
crossed by it. In some of the specimens, especially in 
the younger ones, the colon lies cra.nially to the ista.l 
end of the duodenum. In all but 6 specimens the distal < 
end of the duodenum either lies in oontaot with or dips 
under (generally the latter) the gre ter curvature of 
the stoma.oh. / J I~ 7-11. dJ.l-'~4A"-
T~ s~ forms a part of the stomach bed, in most 
specimens a very small part ho ever. The exceptions are 
I 6 '.3 6 9 (t ~ I '/. ~. 
specimens Nos. 47, 12, 10, 30, and 33 the CH lengths of 
the largest and smallest being 270 and 83 mm. respectively. 
The relations of the first and second divisions of 
the duodenum to the right suprarenal an right kidney 
vary considerably. As a rule, the lateral part of these 
duodenal divisions overlap a little of the medial ventral 
surfaces of the right suprarenal and right kidney. Some-
times the suprarenal alone is involved and sometimes only 
the kidney. In a few specimens no part of either organ 
is overlapped, but the later l aspect of the duodenum 
lies in oontaot 1th their medial borders. As a rule it 
is the inferior medial pa.rt of the suprarena.l a.nd the 
portion of the kidney a.bout the pelvis hich are over-
lapped by the duodenum. 
The head of the panore s occupies the conc vity 
formed by the duodenum. In most specimens it overlaps 
the medial and superior aspects of the d.esoen ing and 
transverse divisions respectively. Sometimes, partiou-
larly in the younger speoimens, it oes not fill this 
spaoe completely. No doubt the irect relation between 
the duodeno -jejunal flexure and the pancreas is very 
oonsta.nt. Ho~ever, in epeoimens Nos. 39, 
~· te,~tj ~ " 1 ']11 1 /I 
22, and 4 a. more or leas a.ppreoia.ble ga.p 
LJy 
l J 3 7 J 12 ) 6 J 3 0 J 
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exists bet een 
these two structures. Probaoly in a. fe insta.noes this 
is due to distortion in preservation. Ho ver, in specimens 
4- ~ 1 ~ 7 ~/ 
Nos. 37 a.nd &1 CH lengths 254 a.nd 315 mm. reepeotively, 
it appears tha.t this relation prev~iled during life due 
to the size of the gap a.nd the vertical position of the 
pancreas which preclude a. possible irect rel tion. 
c. The small intestinal mass. 
The small intestinal mass of the fetus presents 
a wide variety of fonns since its shape is determined 
very largely by the viscera and structures with whioh 
it comes in contact . In the older specimens in 
particular the mass frequently presents five surfaces, 
superior. anterior. right, left, and posterior. Th 
superior and lateral surfaces a.re often ill defined 
from the anterior. Inferiorly the anterior and posterior 
surfaces frequently are not sharply defined, being 
continuous with one another by a broadly curved margin. 
Superiorly the intestinal mass is hidden in part at 
least and usually entirely from anterior vie by the 
inferior part of the liver. Inferiorly it usually 
extends into the iliac fossae varying distances. In some 
specimens. perticularly in the youngest, none of its 
ooils reach either fossa while in others, especially in 
the older specimens, they reach a level caudal to the 
anterior superior iliac spine. Usually the mass extends 
considerably higher on the left than on the right sideo 
Its superior surfaoe is in contact with the transverse meso -
oolon and the overhanging inferior surface of the panoreas 
posteriorly Anteriorly, where this surface passes over 
into the anterior surfaoe, the intestinal mass is in 
contact with the transverse colon and the posterior 
surface of the liver; continuing as the anterior surface 
it comes in contact with the umbilical vein, anterior 
abdominal wall, urinary bladder and the umbilical 
arteries. Contact with the posterior surface of the 
liver while usu.al is not constant due to the intervention 
of the transverse colon. This relation is more extensive 
on the left than on the right side due to the greater 
cranial extension of the mass on the left side In most 
specimens that part of the colon to the right of the 
umbilical vein is partly oovered by loops of small 
intestine while the division to the left lies on top of 
the mass. Frequently the letter is deeply grooved by 
the superior oonstrioted part of the urinary bladder 
with which it is in oontact. 
The right and left surfaces are in contact with 
the lateral abdominal wall. 
J' I 
The posterior surface liee in contact with both 
kidneys, left suprarenal occasionally, the transverse 
part of the duodenum, the descending and sigmoid 
colons , posterior abdominal wall and the iliao fosaae. 
Usually only a little of the oaudal extremity of the 
right kidney is covered by the small intestines while 
on the left a much larger kidney surface ia oovered; not 
infrequently, the caudal part of the left suprerenal is 
also covered. Large or small areas of contact ith the 
sigmoid are often noted. Their size depends for the 
most part upon the development of the latter. 
The Large Intestine . 
The examination of the different divisions of the 
intestinal tract in this series of fetuses and embryos 
\Vas limited to forty-eight. since the intestinal mass 
in the two smallest specimens of the series was contain-
ed in the umbilical cord. 
d . The Caecum. 
Three distinct types of caeca can be readily 
recognized in the fetus: First. the "dropped cone" 
type in hich the caecum tapers gradually into the 
vermiform process, lying directly caudal to it· second, 
the "b" type in hich the inferior part of the ca cum, 
together with the vermiform proc ss, is bent crunially 
at an acute angle ith the superior part ; third, the 
transverse type in which the long axis of the caecum 
forms an approximately right angle itb th long axis 
of the body. 
Of these 48 embryos and fetuses, 22, or 46 pr c nt., 
presented the "b" type; 21, or 44 p r cent., the transv ree 
type; and 5, or 10 per cent., the "dropped con " type. 
our of these 5 caeca of the last typ were in speoim n 
with a CH length of less than 200 mm. his obs rvation 
harmonizes with what one woul d expect, namely t at the 
"dropped cone" or most primitive typ of ca cmn ould b 
f ound most frequently in the mbryonal and arly fetal 
periods. 
Parsons (1908),who made quite an extensiv stud 
of the types of caeca found at various ages stat es 
that in a considerable number of full -term fetuse he 
had nev r failed to find the "b' type. He make no 
ment ion of a transverse typ . y s rie demon trates 
that such a typ does xist, and, in fact, is found 
quite as frequently in fetal life as th "b" t 
It is of interest to note in this conndction that 
lemaire (18 7) stated that a caecum situated very high 
under the liver can be completely horizontal. 
Numerous conflicting statem nt ha e been ma by 
different riters on the position of th caecum n th 
fetus , so it as with considerable interust that thi 
phase of the work was investigat d . 
Examination of the plotted 1 vols of the ca cum 
with reference to the spinal column (Eig . ~ sho a 
that the structure moves downward , slo ly but con tantl , 
during fetal life, being at the le 1 of the lo er bord r 
of the second lumbar vertebra in the smalloe specimen 
/() ,,../ 
Jcm. , CH length about 3 fetal months) of the 
and at the leval of the pper border of the s cond ac 1 
segment in the largest 0 . 6 cm. CH length full- t r 
still-born)~ 
/j 
In only t 0 specimens, nam 1 0 25 an 41./7 I ~ . 
hose CH lengths er 4 5 and 506 . ' r spccti 1 did 
the caecum ext end as lo as the anterior- up rio iliac 
spine and in none as it situated lo er . In ie 
of th 
fact that L gueu ( ~ ) ' upon examination of 100 ce.dav r 
ranging i n age from one month to fifteen years, found he 
caecum situated in the truo pelvis in fourteen in tanc 
also that Vallee found it belo1 the right anterior-su~ rior 
spine in nearly three- fourths of the hundred infants which 
he examined, it would seem that there is either a continued 
or a secondary movement downward of the caecum after birth. 
Engle's statistics on the situation of the caecum, 
based upon the examination of 100 cadavers of children, 
adults and old people, should be given in this connection. 
They are as follows: 
10 times in ri ht iliac fossa. 
28 times above th psoas muscle . 
30 times above th symphysis pubis. 
8 tim s deeply in the true p 1 is. 
4 times in the region of the umbilicus . 
he position of the caecum relati e to the er st of 
the ilium was designated as being in one of thr group 
depending upon its situation ab, ve, i . e . , on a 1 v 1 
with, or below the crest . Iv as founu abo •e he cres 
21 times, or in 44 per cen • , belo 16 tim s, or in 
per cent . , and on a level with the crest 11 times, or in 
23 per cent . It is interesting to cocpar these figures 
with thos obtained by considering only thos fetu a 
whose CH lengths wer above 300 mm. nth t .ont hi ch 
fell in this group the caecum us found abov 5 tim s , 
or in 25 per cent., belo~ 12 tim s, or in 60 per cent ., 
end on a level with the crest 3 times, or in 15 p r c nt . 
In short, the caecum was situated on a level ith or 
below the crest of th 
s" ilium in 67 p r cent . of the 
entire series and in 75 per cent . of th older fetuses . 
This observation woul d seem to disprove hievitz' 
unsupport d statem nt that the caecum is u ua:l itua.t d 
above the iliac fo sa in late f tal lif . 
ems.ire stated th t on oula. be t . t to 
that the caecum is situated so much th lo er as the 
child gro~s older but added that th re e um ro s 
excertions to this rul . 
~he position of the caecum relati to the 
right kidney as clasai iud il1to four g oups p n i 
upon its situation in contact with, lat ral to, b lo , 
or lateral and belo this vise s . It as found in 
n 
contact with the anterior surface of the kidney 13 times, 
or in 27 per cent.; below it 20 times, or in i2 per cent.; 
lateral to it 13 times, or in 27 per cent.; and finally 
lateral and below it 2 times, or in 4 per cent. 
According to common opinion, the level of th 
caecum is closely related to the level of the inferior 
margin of the liver. My observations corroborate this 
view only in part . By comparing the plotted levels of 
the caecum and inferior liver border it can b seen 
at a glance that a low-lying caecum is just as likely 
as not to be associated with high inferior liver border. 
On the other hand, a low-lying inferior liver border 
generally has associated ith it a caecum which like·lise 
is situated low; this is particularly tru of the latter 
half of fetal life. 
In this series the position of the caecum relativ 
to the inferior liver border was classed as above, on 
a level with, or below it. The caecum ·7as found above 
13 times, or in 27 per cent.; on a level with 12 times, 
or in 25 per cent .; and below the in erior liver border 
23 times, or in 48 per cent. 
In considering only those fetuses whose CH lengths 
were more than 300 mm., it was found that the caecum 
was on a level with the inferior liver border in 6 
f tuses , or in 30 per cent ., and below it in 14 fetuses 
or in 70 per cent. In no instance was the caecum 
situated above the inferior liver border . 
It may be that the right lobe of the liver is a 
factor in displacing the caecum downward . Ho-;ever , it 
should be borne in mind that the caecum is situated the 
highest in that stage of development wh n the right 
lobe of the liver is relatively the largest and reaches 
its lowest level in the abdominal cavity . 
The relatively greater increase in le h of th 
lumbar spine during the latter part of fetal and in 
early postnatal life is probably a factor in the dis-
placement downward of the caecum. he sigmoid colon an· 
Io 
caecum approxim~ted each other in numerous specimens 
whose CH lengths were more than 250 mm., or, in other 
words , in those specimens in which the colon was at least 
However, they moderately well distended with meconium. 
I"~ t ft/) 
were in contact in only 3 fetuses, namely in Nos . 8 and 2fyt 
4 '.l.S-
whose CR lengths were 345 mm. and '5e'6 mm. respectively . 
In the first two the sigmoid was ventral to the caecum 
and in the third, dorsal. 
The caecum was not related directly to the duodenum 
in any of the 48 specimens. In three instances, however, 
t /I'} I"). 
namely in Nos . 18, 3, and 3 , whose CH lengths were 90, 
254, and 290 mm. respectively, the caecum as very nearly 
in contact with the second or third portions of the 
duodenum. 
e. Vermiform Process . 
In the fetus there is no definite line of de arka-
tion between the caecum and vermi form process, the f orm r 
being continued directly into the latter structure through 
L -----~~------------~-------
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its basal segment which Parsons ('08) termed th "conus 
appendices." 
Because of the frequent occurrence of vermiform processes 
with complicated twists and turns, no classification of this 
structure with reference to its direction can be entirely 
satisfactory. Furthermore, the question of direction is of 
minor importance because of the great variations in this 
r espect which most vermiform processes are subject to at 
different times . However, the classification of Vallee 
~as followed in this study with one modification, namely 
dividing the oblique class into oblique ascending and oblique 
descending classes . It was found that th~ direction of th 
process was horizontal 13 times, ~r in 27 pr cent . , obliqu 
asc nding 6 times , or in 13 per cent . , oblique dasc nding 
8 times, or in 17 per cent . , vertical ascending 5 tie~, or 
in 10 per cent • . Vallee's results, bas d upon the examina-
tion of 100 newborns, infants and young children are here· ith 
given f or comparison: Horizontal 32 per cent . , oblique 
10 per cent . , vertical ascending 34 pur ce t . , vartical 
descending 24 per cent . The wide variations in these t 'llO 
series is not surprising in view of the statement made abovo . 
Of much more importance than the dir ction of th 
Vclrmiform process is its relation to the caecum. In this 
s eries it was found to be medial 24 times, or in 50 per cent . 
lat eral 11 times , or in 23 per cent . , retrocecal 7 times, 
or in 15 per cent ., infracecal 3 t i mes, or in 6 pr cent . , 
medial and retrocecal once, or in 2 per cent ., lateral and 
retrocecal once, or in 2 per cent ., and infra- and retro-
cecal once, or in 2 per cent . It is of inter st to compare 
I 
these findings with those of Libertz ( I~ ) , Vallee ( ) , 
( 
and Scammon ( ~I ) on some hundred and fifty cases o 
fetuses, infants and children in hich it Jae found that 
the appendix lay medial to the caecum in about on - half, 
retrocecal in one- third , and free belo in o er one-t nth of 
the instance Scammon adds that "the remainder ere 
irregular in pesition but in only t. o cases in the series 
one premature, was the appendix lateral to the caecum. " 
This latter observation contrasts sharply with that of th 
writ er, due , no doubt , to the fact that his sp cim ns 
were younger than those of the above mentioned inv atigator 
and therefor e exhibited several instances of a caecum 
uhich had not yet undergone the rotation described by 
Bardeen ('14), which results in the ileum's entering the 
caecum from the left side. 
'I 
Oonaiderin the entire l n tn ot colon in th1a 
eerie of 8 speoi en on loop is een to be olut -
ly oonsta.nt at 1 out ae ar u to 1t 
striking definition. Thi loop corr apo in os1t1o 
th the definitive left oolio fl x r . It ivi a th 
oolon into t o a ent , prox1 , tor r 
co pr1 in th so n ng tr svera iv1s1o o! t 
. 
colon the l tter th re n1 1V1 1o a. In 
youn r s.eoimen thi loo oonatitut r 10 
only gu tio present in t oo o , oo 1eti ot 
ai pl out• ben to the l !t 0 1 ll h r 
a1 ot the cut 11 !o t r 
ver e oolon the l tt ai h ro 
colon. So ti a th i pl r 
out fet li! t l t, l ro 0 00 
occur out th loo ich ta 
of the origin l l ' c ti 0 r 0 0 , 
pa 1 ~ ant riorly ro s t e ._ft 0 t or 
angle or the descending colon so th~t the e!1n1t1v 
left oolio flexure consists of a sh rply a.ngulate loop 
of colon, the ascending and left side of hioh is formed 
by the distal end of the transverse oolon hioh is direct-
ed dorsally and oranially into the descen ing an right 
arm which is the proximal end of the escending oolon. 
(See specimen No. 47~ CH length 83 mm.; also Fi . J 
A). So etimes the right arm of the original angle does 
not rotate farther to the left than the position of the 
ascending arm so th~t it lies uperi pose u on 
often completely hiding from vie the esoen ng r 
hich is placed dorsally. (See spec en o. , CH 
length 220 mm.). 
Upon further ex in tion of the oolon throughout 
this series three pri ry flexures r se~n to 
~uite constant in their development, occurring 1 the 
sigmoid an the transverse colons t the 1te of 
the hep tio flexure. For convenieno in soription 
these three primary fle.xures will be numbered in t e 
order in which they are enumerated above, l, 2, 3, re-
speotively. Flexures l a.n 2 m ke their p r o t 
about the same ti~e in the aigmoia tr avers colon, 
the former appearin a little earlier in o t eoi ens. 
(Fig. J- ,B). It is first seen in eci en o. 38 / 
whose CH length is 77 mm. It will be de orib d wh n th 
sigmoid colon is considered. The second fl xure, n ely 
the one occurring in the transv r oolon, p re first 
in this series in specimen o. 39 lengt i 
o5 llllll. As rule, it 1e foun proxi tely y 0 -
t een c cum &.n splenic fl xur • It 1 oh r cteriz 
by simple a.ngul tion usu ly di ot e y. i 
ogle m y be either ootu e or ~out , ner y t e tt r, 
especially in the ol r !etu es. Thia flexure 1a su ct 
to consider ole v~ri tion in po ition but i r t ent 
ly situated in rel tion to the rox1 l en of th o n 
The la t o! these three pri ry fl xur a to e r, 
s rule, is the definitive hep tic flexur io i 
loo ted bet en the o aoum d the end JU t crioe . 
Its e rli est appearance in this ries is in c n •o . 
I 
l ~ hose CH length i s 139 
I 
• (Fig. J - 'c). H it 
is approximately a right angle 
a.ngle is more aoute. 
though ner lly the 
Flexure No. 2 baa been the o use of error in mo t 
studies of the ascen 1ng n tra.nevers oolon in the 
fetus for it has been mistaken for the efinitive hep tic 
flexure. Thus Ohievitz stated th t •fro the oaec 
short length of the bo. l, possibly r pre nting the 
ascending colon, paased b o r e to rde the upp r 
ben, of the duodenum a.nd then turns for rd to be con-
tinued e the transverse colon.• Like se uller t t 
that 1 in the later fetal period th ecending colon, ju t 
e in the e~rlier st ges, runs fr 
the pyloric p rt of the tow oh.' 
the r1 t kidney to 
a Buy ( 9 l) 
poi te ou~, Lem ire an Legueu l o sorio oelon~-
ing to the scendin oolon portion of tL l int ti 
which ~longs to the tr av r colon.• 
The f ct th t the thir flexure 1 so f r r o e fr 
the O&eOUUl is evio.enoe th t this 1 p rt of the tra.ns r 
colon. Buy, ho is the only riter 0 I h v !oun ho 
correctly interpreted and described these structur a, st ted 

displayed for examination and oomparison to the best 
advantage. 
Secondary colic flexures oocur, particu rly in 
later fetal l~fe, hich are so v ried and inconstant 
that no signific nee oan be attached to them in this 
oonnection. 
In late embryonic and early fetal life there is 
fre:luently absence for some time of &.ny angu.l tion in the 
asoending a.nd transverse oolons, the two ivisions forming 
a more or less reotiline~r stretc of bo el extending up-
ard and to the left from the caecum to the plenio fl xure. 
In this series of 48 specimens 5 ar of this type, the 
CH length of the l rgest bein 158 
Eight specimens in the series sho e finite hep tic 
flexures. The follo ing scheme sho s the fnquenoy of 
occurrence of the flexure rel tive to the CH length: 
l. From - to 10 c . in 7 speci ens. 
2. " l - to 2 om. - 3 in 11 • 3. n 20 - to 30 om. - 2 in 10 " 
4. 
" 
30 to 40 om. - 3 in 9 " 5. 
" 
40 to 50 cm. 
- 0 in 10 " 6. 50 • - 1 in l • 
The Ch lengths of the two smallest speci~ens shoWing 
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an hepatic flexure are 139 and 176 In neither is a 
secondary primary type of flexure present, out since the 
flexure pre sent is so well defined e.nd is located in 
position harmonizing th that of the hepatic it h s 
seemed advisable to consider it as the hepatic flexure in 
both specimens, conceding, ho ever, th t this may properly 
be called in question for two reasons: first, the absence 
of a flexure representing the secondary primary; and 
second, the distance, particularly in the smallest specimen, 
from the caecum. Assuming that these flexures are hepatic, 
then it should be noted that these speci ens are exceptions 
to the rule that the secon prim~ry flexure rs 
earlier than the third. 
rn these 8 specimens t e position of the hep tic 
flexure is subject to i<ie vari tio , bei foun a.teral 
to the lo er half of the right kidney in one i stance IXi 
medial to the upper p rt of the duodenum in another. 
Com only it is placed on the ventral aspect of the upper 
and medial aspect of the right kidney, or on the ven11al 
aspect of the upper part of the duodenum, sometimes resting 
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on both the kidney and duodenum. The vertebral level 
of its upper border is quite constant, oorrespon ing 
to the first or second lumbar vertebrae. 
The relative length of the ascending colon v riee 
widely in these 8 specimens, the longest one e:i,ualing 
the transverse colon and the shortest being about one-
fourth a.a long. 
In two of these specimens the seen n colon a 
entirely covered by the liver, in one entirely exposed, 
in four partially covered and in one almost entirely 
exposed. 
The transverse colon crosses the vertebr 1 column 
at level v rying bet een the t lfth thor cio an 
fourth lumbar vertebrae. In specimens whose CH lengths 
are less than 250 mm. it cross s the col n most often 
t the level of the second or thir 1 bar vertebrae, 
hile in the latter ha.lf of fet 1 life the spine is 
crossed t a little lo r level,- from one-half to one 
vertebrae lo~er. As a rule, in speci ens hose CH len th 
is less than 200 mm. the transver e colon, in extending 
upward and to the left to reach the eplenio flexure 
courses along and in direct contact with the greater 
ourvature of the stomach, fr~uently being pl~ced anterior 
to the extreme right end of the curvature in the region 
of the pylorus, but on the other hand, often inoompletely 
dipping under the left part of the greater curvature, to 
dis ppear entirely, or almost entirely, fro vie a short 
distanoe from the oplenio flexure. In the ol er a ci ens 
the tr&.nsverse colon sometimes parallels the gre ter 
curv~ture but does not lie in oont ct 1th it while in 
other specimens, p~rticul rly the older ones, V-eh ped 
sinuosity of the colon, ith the o en nd of the V direct-
ed to ar the greater curvature, frs:iuently reau ta in 
the oolon being f r removed fro the greater curvature, 
p rtioul rly a concerns the apex of the V. In the 
younger specimen~- CH length up to 200 .- the liver, 
usually completely covers the transverse colon, while 
in the older speci ens it is the rule to find this 
division of the colon either p rtially or almost completely 
exposed inferior to the left lobe of the liv r. This 
is ue no doubt to three !actors: first, th rel tive 
diminution in size of the liver; eoo t e r tive 
and absolute increase in eiz of the oolon; an tbir • 
the development of minor ainuo eitiea in the transverse 
colon. 
? . 
Relative to the all ir..test1n&.l as th t aiv1sion 
of the ascending and tra.nsv rse colons lying to th right 
of the umbilic 1 vein a.a us lly pl oe terior to 
so e of the deeper ooile of the ll intestine but in 
turn w s of ten p rt1 lly covere by e a o t 
ooi ... a . l1 t ~ t • ..., , t.ae tr av r 
oolon lying to 
the left of the oilio l v in oat 1 v ri 
ly 1 y on 
top of th entire em 11 int sti l es, co 1 
in · ir ot 
relation 1th the l1V r, i r t 
rior 
wall, ependin upon th peoime . In t.a 
ci 
hose CB length ar 1 9 th 3 5 . t 
rs 
colon is inv~ri bly loc te f r ov t e iliou . 
.l 
the age incre sea, ho ver, an as t e colon oeoo e 
relatively larger and second ry s1nuouait1e develop, the 
transverse division approaches ne rer and ne rer and 
in five instances one of these loops of the tr&.nsveree 
colon extends down to or a trifle belo it. 
g. ~ 1&t..1 _Colic Flexµre. 
The e rly development of the left colic flexure 
has already been described. Rel tive to its position, 
it was found above the left oostal margin in 18 of the 
48 specimens, below in 21, and on the same level 
approximately in a. In none of the 10 specimens, hose 
CH lengths were more than 400 mm., as it foun above 
the oostal margin. 
The plotted vertebral levels of the apex of the 
colic flexure gives a rounded curve, the convexity o! 
hioh is directed up arda, reaching its highest level 
in that segment of the curve repre enting CH lengths 
between 20 and 30 om. (Fig. ~ ). Here it re ches 
the up er part of the tenth thoracic vertebra. The 
extremities of this curve re in the vicinity of the 
diso bet een the t elfth thoracic an first lumbar 
vertebrae. In moat speci ens the apex of the flexure 
lies at a level corresponding 1th the upper part of 
the eleventh and lower part of the t elfth thoracic 
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vertebrae. The deaoent of the flexure during the latter 
half of fetal life hioh the above mentioned curve sho a 
very well, is in all probability pendent upon the 
development of the spleen hicb beoomes relatively larger 
during the same period and which, as it pushes ao1'Il,ards, 
carries the flexure along with it. In s ecimen No. 23 
Ip /j () 
who e CH length is 455 mm., is found a good example of 
this process. Here the spleen is greatly enlarged and 
its lo er pole is very low; likewise the fl xure i 
depressed reaching the level of the second l b r 
vertebra... 
Relative to the relation of the left colic flexure 
to the sp een, it should oe noted th t in 2 of the 48 
speoi ens the outline of the spleen s not in 
l ving 46 specimens to be cona1 re in this connection. 
In 12, or 2o per o nt, of the 4o epeci ens the apex 
of the flexure as foun belo the spl en. In 2 
. 1Jr 
ecimens 
Noa. ll and 13Ai lay just belo , indic ting the ossibili-
ty of direct contact during life; ho ever, in the remaining 
10 specimens the gap between the spleen and flexure was so 
.7 
gr at that it can not 11 o o lled in question th t 
this relation prevailed dur1ne life, espec1 lly in 3 
of these 10 speoimens in hioh the t 11 of the p nore s 
intervened bet"8en the flexure and inferior ole of the 
spleen. The CH lengths of 10 of the e 12 eo1mens 
ere less than 2 mm., be1n 82, , 111, 119, l O, 139, 
158, an 193, an thus they conatitut .5 r cent of 
the epeo1 ens of the aeries f lin in t is grou . The 
gap bet en fl r a leen in most of t e o a 
v rie oet een a l ngth «1 l to fro on -h .... lf to o 
vertebra.. Thl observation in the 12 0 s a oul 
mph size in vie of t e f ot t.oi..t it oes not h rmoniz 
1th the prevti. ent 1 e oonc rning the re ti on bet een 
these structure . Thus J 0 son { 190 ) in cons1 rin 
fetus ho e CR len th s t t t t the 
lo r extrem1 ty o~ the le en co ... e in co t ot 1th the 
aplenic flexure of the oo on, r t1on 1c is co t t 
throughout 11 l ter st gee. 
In the re ining 30 Ob.Se , llO e CH engtb.s r 
more than 2 i:r.=., only 2 instances ere f un in hi ch the 
flexure was belo the spleen and in one of these it ~s 
so near the inferior pole that it is poaaiole th t it 
as in contact with the spleen uring lif • The CH 
lengths of these 2 specimens were 290 &.nd 315 mm. re-
~ 
spectivelyl. In the remaining 28 of these 30 specimens 
the position of the flexure relative to the spleen 
varied bet een one of mere cont ct 1th the inferior 
pole to one in hich th apex of the flexure extended 
t o-thirds the distance to ard the sup rior pole, the 
flexure lying in oontaot with the inferior and edial 
aapeot of the spleen for t o-thir s it 1 ngth. As 
rule, ho ever, their relation invo ved approxi ~tely 
the inferior third of the spleen. 
The lack of cont ct bet en flexure an ~ sple n 
would seem to be expla1ne~ on the roun t ~t th size 
of the pleen in the rly st ges of evelo ent is 
rel tively ller th n during the l ter st gee. Possibly 
the relative y all size of the colon at this period is 
also a factor. 
In 16 of the 48 specimens the aplenic flexure as 
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incompletely cove red by the stomach, 
laterally as a rule but inferiorly 
p rt b ing expos 
1 ter lly in 
few instances. In 13 specimens the flexure s either 
lateral or inferior to the gre ter curv ture but in oont ct 
1th it, while in 10 it as so e st nee ter l or 
inferior to the greater curv~ture. In 9 specimens the 
flexure was entirely covered by the sto ach. 
These various g strio relations of the left ool1o 
flexure occurred 1th nq preci o e r rity throu 
out the series. 
In 11 of the 48 specimens the iver cov r d the 
flexure only in part or not t all. As ould e exp cte 
most of these oases (8) re s eoi en of the l tter 
half of fetal life, when the liver is relatively s 11 r 
and the oolon rel tively l rger th t 
In the remaining 37 speoi en the flexure 
covered by the left lobe of the liver. 
e rlier perio . 
a entirely 
h. The Descending Colon. 
The large bowel extending fro the left oo 1o 
flexure to the left iliao ore t as consi ered s the 
descending colon. In the 3 youngest of the e 8 
specimens no differentiation exi te bet een the 
divisions of the colon 1st l to the aplenic !lexure, 
thus leaving only 45 speoi~ens for study in this 
I t I J 
connection. In speoi ens Noa. 30 d 33 CH len the 
214 and 270 mm. re i:.ectively the colon did not r oh •he 
1li o crest before pasain over to the 1g o1d colon. 
In these 45 pecimena, hos CH lengtna re mo 
th n 8 ., the d.escendin colon, usu lly cri e 
in its course fro the a lenic f exur to 1 1 o crest 
a curve hie s slig tly conv x ter - y. Ge er y 
it occupied in p rt the tter f orw.e y t e ter 
spect o t e left kidney the o o ine. Ic 
only ll s eoimens the CH len the of 9 e1 g le s t 
255 
• I as it found entirely i - ter l to t he left kidney. 
It as r rer still to !ind this ivision of the l rge 
oowel situated entirely on the ventral speot of the 
left kidney. This condition existed in o speci en , 
the CH lengths of 4 bein oree than 255 
./ 
In the great ajority of the speo1 ens the eec nding 
colon coursed do mward either in part lti.t r a.n in p rt 
ventral to the left kidney throughout its length or 
entirely lateral to this organ for P.rt of its oourae 
an then entirely ventral for the rest of t 1 t oe. 
In only fel specimens of hich 
l the OB len the 
were more than 350 mm., re sinueoueities foun 1 t e 
escen ing oolon. The rel tive length of the BC nd-
ing colon s considerable, especi lly in the youn er 
specimens, in many of hich it ~proximated the co~ n d 
length of a.see di g and trf!..Dsverse colon. T is rel tive 
length diminished s fbr as the ol r fetu ea re 
concerned, a · proxi~ating ore ne r Y the ult co v. ... tio 
i. The Sigmoid Colon. 
The sigmo id colon may take a vari t of forms in f tal 
life . number of classifications hav be n propo d for 
th se varieties ar directly applicabl to the series of 
specimens under consideration, probably b causo th - ha 
been &eveloped chiefly for approximately full-term fetuses. 
hus Bourcart's categories can be applied to only th old r 
specimens in this series . 
In these 48 specimens th form of the i gmoid division 
of the colon varies from an undiff rentiatod mor~ or 1 s 
rectilinear stretch of bo el found in the earliest st es 
.I lo~ 
(see specimens os . 39 and 40 to on characte ize~ b compl 
an ulat ions and sinuousiti a found in lat r t 1 li 
In studying the sigmoid colo in hi rie" it se ms 
to the riter that it falls fairl na rally in o four t a 
the description of bich follows: 
~ype I . ~he 2 smallest specimens in the series ar 
examples of this type hich is characterized b a practicall 
straight sigmoid coursing cauda11- b tween the d scendi 
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colon and tho rectum. (Fig . l ) . 
Type II. In this tYJ? th first pri 1 r 
app ars as a simple obtuse angulatio to th ri t . ( a 
, I 
Fi • ,B ; also sp cimen o . 3 CH 1 nth '/'/ mm. ) . ... his 
type represents a very tran itory p riod in th ae·elo m nt 
of the sigmoid , for th third typ soon ma a it pp aranc . 
Type III . In this t e th colon usuall co s 
caudally and somewhat medially for a aria 1 ai c .. o 
the iliac crest and th n turns to t ight to co tin i 
a direction varyin bet e n horizont 1 nn at iot 
cranial one, or, in rar inatanc , e n er i 11 and to h 
1 ft . In th~ last 2 vari tias th di c ion o th oolo 
/j 
is practically r verse· ( e sp oim o. 1 h 8 
and o 3 , CH le h 111 mm. · also ig . 6 ) . r 1 
this s nt o~ th sig oid i dir cte c iall 0 n 
0 l o p ci n 
In som sp cimens , partic larl in tho ho e 
le gths are less than 30 mm., this an ·lation tot right 
occurs either before the descending colon r aches the ili c 
II~ I 
crest (see specimens Nos . 48 and 3 CH 1 ngths ar 
82 and 214 mm. respectively) , or when it is on a 1 vol ith 
or just caudal to the crest. (See specimens os . 20 and 35, 
whose CH lengths are 138 and 158 mm. resp~ctiv 1 ). 
The two segments of the sigmoid described ill bo term d 
hereafter the first or pro~mal and the intermediate s gm nt 
respectively. They form what may be designated the prox mal 
loop of the sigmoid colon, which frequently is not har ly 
defined. It is located in most specimens at var ing 1 ls 
in the left iliac fossa , being directed caudally and often 
somewhat medially also . Occasionally the apex o t is loop / I 
dips down into the true pelvis (see sp cimen H 1 n h 
101 mm.). In a few specimens it is entirely crc.ni l ~o th 
left iliac fossa, vhile in others it is entirel medial 
!II f /2.6 
(see specimens os . 
lengths being 111 and 214 
mm. respectively) . 
The intermediate sigmoid segment (numbered 2 in -'ig. b 
after a relatively short course bends caudally, or in a fe 
cases dorsally and then caudally, to b continued into a 
third of di~al segment , tho dir ction of 1hich vari a b t ee 
a horizontal one directed to th left (see spocimdn o . 10 , 
CH length 86 mm. ) , and a strictly caudal one (s e ep cimen 
I 
No . 15 CH length 139 Ill!:l . ) . This third or dist 1 s gment is 
numbered 3 in .I! g . b ) . It passes eith r dir ctly or throug 
an angulation into the rectum. Just as tha fir t and ocond 
sigmoid segments form a proximal sigmoid loop, so do th 
second and third segm nts form a distal sigmoid loop hich 
-
varies widely in form , diruction and position throughout the 
series . 1his loop is indicat d in i . c, 
and _,) . It 
may be broadly or sharply angulat d . It ma b directed 
I 
horizontally to the right (sp cimen o. l , • • 
strictly cranially (specim n o . 2 h 5 mm. ) or 
in a direction intermediate bet. een thee to extr mes 1 •. , 
I'/ 
cranially and to the right (specim n 70 
~. ) . ora rarel this loop ma be dir cted crania
1 1 a d 
to the left (specimen o. th 1 
this loop may be caudal to th fifth - bar rtebra, or it 
may extend craniall as fa.r s the disc b t en th second 
and t hird lumbar vertebrae. As a rule it is found in the 
mi d-abdominal line just ventral to th spine but it may be 
entirely lateral to this last structure, sometimes occupying 
/'I I/ 
the right iliac fossa (specimen o. 5 CH 1 th 400 mm . ). 
Since the sigmoid is very much more voluminous in the later 
f atal period, this loop, as a rule, is found extending 
farther to the right or cranially in the older sp cim ns. 
In 29 of the 34 specimens of this typ the apex of the loop 
is on a level with or cranial to the umbilicus . In 6 of 
t hese specimens the apex of this loop eith r comes in contact 
with the transverse part of the duodenum, dippi under it 
in some specimens, or it is on a lev 1 ith but lateral to 
this divisicn of the a io nU!Il . In 4 f be :34 s ec n 
this part of the sigmoid colon dips under th 
or ascending colon (see sp cimens 2 and 41 
lengths are 455 and 506 mm. resp ctively). 
This type may b subdivided into three verieti s, 
depending upon the direction o tho intermediate and distal 
segment s thus : (1) ascending-descending, (2) oblique, and 
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(3) transverse types. Following this scheme 22 of the 34 
specimens are of the f irst type, 8 of the second, and 2 of 
the third , while 2 remain unclassified, the int ermedis.t e 
segment being directed transversally and the distal caudally 
Type IV. The sigmoid colon of this type is character-
ized by several irregular twists and turns, sometimes result-
ing in the formation of complete circular segments. Th se 
accessory angulations are characteristic of later fetal 
life. The CH lengths of the 9 specimens of this seri s 
of this type are all more than 250 mm. (see specimens 
fJ I 
. /3 ' 
os .7, 
I I 
25, 22, 21, 27 • The highest point of the sigmoid in 8 of 
these 9 specimens was on a level 1th or cranial to the 
umbillil.cus . In 2 the segment r ach~d th 1 l of the 
transverse portion of the duodenum and in 2 also as o er-
lapped by the ascending and transverse colon. he sigmoid 
colon is found dorsal to tho small intestinal mass . Ho er, 
a segment of this division of the colon frequentl peeps out 
from under the coils of small intustine. 
In concluding the description of the colon, it should 
be noted that in several of the larger speci~ens the relative 
size of .the colon is enormous (see specimen Noe . 24, 46 , 22 
/' ) 4 ) < ) I .J f 
and 41), due to its exc~ssive distension ith moconium. 
This is suggestive of the condition termea congenital idio-
pat hie di lat at ion of the colon. If, for any r aeon, this 
relative size should increase up to a.n· after birth, .hich 
would seem to be a not unlikely event in at 1 est a small 
per centage of cases, th above mentioned anomalous 
condition would undoubtedly prevail. 
j. summary of the fetal developm nt of th colon. 
The development of the colon duri th p riod und r 
consideration may be briefly summarized as follo1s: 
It first consists of two undifferentiat d s ments 
proximal and distal, of about equal 1 ngth, xt nding 
cranially and to the left to form the primary loop hich is 
the definitive left colic flexure, and which is locat d 
high up in the left abdominal quadrant . 
Soon two primary flexures develop, one in e ch se n . 
• he one in the proximal segm nt concerns th d fini 1 
transverse colon and the one in the distal se m n he 
definitive sigmoid colon. ollO\li 
this th t· ird . l 
primary flexure develops, being th definit 
ri h co c 
or hepatic flexure . Thus at an early st e in l 
all divisions of the adult colon are indica d . .h 
sequent occurrence of rotations and co·um 
on h 
several of thase divisions toget~er ith the de elo m n o 
secondary flexures amd sinuousities give to the colon 
0 
appearance more nearly approuchi th adult typ . Thus 
the caecum continues to descend throughout this entire 
period and at the same tim rotates from a lateral position 
dorsally and to the left to an ultimate medial position. 
The right colic flexure becomes more sharply differentiated. 
rotation occurs about the left colic flexure as has 
already been described . During the latter half of fetal 
life th distal colon b comes more and more distended 1th 
meconium which esults in its dilatation and th dovelopmont 
of irregular sinuousities, particularly in tL sigmoid 
division, which through this pressure are forced f r from 
their normal adult position into relation ith distant 
structures . 
Liver. I 
Jackson states that "the upper aurfaoe of the 
liver apparently reaches its permanent level in the 
fetus at some time between the 31 and 65 mm. stages". 
Y findings harmonize with this statement as is shown 
by f igure 2..~b which is the plotted vertebral level 
of the highest point on the superior liver surf oe in 
each of the 50 specimens examined$ The curve of these 
levels ie a horizontal line indicating no gener 1 
vertical shifting for any stage of development included 
in this series. The individuel vari tion, ho ever, is 
quite marked, the extremes corresponding w1 th th lev 1 
of the middle of the 6th and the lo er h lf of the 10th 
respeotively (sp oimens os 12 
~, .... ,.., 
32 0 H length 130 end 287 • res oti ely). e 
level of the superior surfaoe in th gre t jori t of 
specimens oorresponds 1th th t of the s nt of pine 
down the middle of the 7th to the middle of th th 
thoracic vertebr e. 
The plotted vertebral levels for the lo eat point 
on the in:Eerior border of the liver are shown in 
figure I • It can be readily seen that this border 
becomes reletively higher throughout the fetal period, 
considerable individual variation existing. The 
extremes correspond above, with the level of the diso 
between the let and 2nd lumbar vertebrae, below with 
that of the middle of the 2nd sacral vertebra, found 
in specimens Nos. 10 and 15, CH lengths 86 and 139 • 
respectively. Most of the levels correspond th that 
Of the vertebral segment between the middle of the 3rd 
and 5th lumbar vertebrae. 
The inferior margin of the liver is in most 
specimens higher on the left than on the right• It is 
not unusual however particularly in the first lf of 
t ' 
fetal life, to see the left part of this border ext nd 
dawn as low as the right. The right lobe of th• 11 er 
not infrequently extends down to or beyond the right 
iliac crest This was found to be true in 14 of th 3' 
specimens whose C H lengths are lees than 240 • On 
th other nd, no such rel ti on d n 
of the 16 f etuees hose 0 H len ha r 0 
0 
rked diff r noes re pr S n 1 
Of diff rent obs rvers oono rnin n 
rf oes pos eased by th f et liver, r 
eaoribed by differ nt :u ore r 1 fr 0 0 
six . B 11 t st t b f 1 
ur:! o e r prese vi 1 in o r, 
1nt rior, er1or, poe r1o , ri d 
1 ft ler a 8 
r n 11 1 • hi ri 
n rior , 0 rior 1 rior 
t nhe1 r, ollo 1 0 
rior po rior 
id r 11 r 0 0 
0 0 
an rior 1 h l 0 0 
llan 1 r le o of 0 an 
Lemaire or the posterior or visoeral surfaoe of Jaok on 
oomprises the posterior and inferior surfaoes of 
Bellantyne, MUller, Chievitz, and Mettenheimer. 
According to the BNA tenninology, the dult liver 
possesses four surfaces, superior, anterior, posterior 
and inferior. 
This con:fusion with reference to the fetal liver 
is due for the most part to the division of the surface 
of the organ into planes sane of whioh are not olearl7 
defined and are therefore more or less arbitrarJ• hue 
the left surface of Ballantyne end tuler is so muoh a 
part of the anterior surface that it seems best not to 
di~ferentiate it from the latter. ile the right 
eurfaoe of these two writers is more easily made out 
Yet its outline is so ill defined 1th reference to th 
anterior surfaoe in particular that it also seems b et 
to include it with the latter. Posteriorly there is 
hardly a definite line of division between the posterior 
and inferior surfaces of the above 11riters. These t 0 
BU.rfaoes form in reality one undifferentiated surface 
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fetal period . The transverse oolon is in contaot with it 
inferiorly, both on the right end left; also the splenio 
flexure and oftentimes the proximal end of the descending 
oolon on the left . In a few of the specimens in hich 
the stomach is visible below the inferior border the left 
lobe of the liver is in pert or entirely cut off frcm 
contact with the colon . Not infrequently the small 
intestinal mass is in conteot with this surface just 
inferior to its contact ith the colon. 
ost of the left lobe is in contact ith the 
stomach . Laterally, and as a rule superiorly, a quite 
narro margin is in contact ith the spleen. In eom 
of the younger specimens in which this organ i 
completely hidden from anterior vie by th stomaoh, 
no contact exists between it end the liver 
In moat specimens the medi 1 p rt of the 
anterior surface of the left aupr enal is in contact 
with a very anall area of this liver surf ce uet 
lateral to the fissure of the ductus venosus and 
medial to the gastric impression. It is often in 
contact 1th the base of the prooeesue papill ri • 
This erea of the suprarenel is frequently tri ul r 
in shape, being the part left uncovered by et aoh 
and pancreas . It is located just cranial to the 
superior border of the latter and peeps out fran 
under % cover of the stomach long th lesser 
curvature . In fetuses hose CH lengths re mor 
than 400 mm . , this relation frequently does not 
e et; in fact, of the 8 speoim n ho C H le h 
ere more than 430 mm. , only t o eho this relation. 
Like ise this rel tion is not present in th 1 t 
~ 
specimens of this series , o, 49 , 40 , 38 , end 48 , 
hose C H lengths e 36 , 42 , 55, 77 , nd 82 
respectively . 
In 5 of the 14 ap oimens hos C H le th r 
less th 140 • the 1 teral p r of e rior 
surface of the left so.pr re 1 is i cont o 1 e 
left inferior margin of the posterior surf oe of the 
left lobe of the 11 er uat caudal to th spleen, 
cranial t o the colon and lateral to the st ach end 
,- ... JJ-r:-
pancreas. Jackson describes this relation for a 31 mm. 
(C R) embryo but states that it is not present in the 
65 mm. stage. 
Most of the cranial helf of the right lobe of the 
liver lateral to the fosea vena cava is in contact 
with all of the anterior surface of the right suprarenal 
except, as is generally the case, its inferior and 
me dial e.ngle which is covered by the duodenum. Not 
infrequently the lobua caudatus is, in part, in contact 
with the right suprarenal. The duodenum touches the 
posterior margin of the quadrate lobe or the porta 
hepatia. 
The prooessue pepillaris, hioh i rela tively 
very large, lies in contaot with that p rt of the 
pancreas corresponding to the tuber omentale. Thie 
process, ss a rul , dips do under the lea er 
curvature of the atomaoh thus bringing its posterior 
surface into oontaot with the pancreas and its 
anterior surface into contact ith the posterior 
surface of the stomaaho 
• 
Jackson has desoribed in detail the relation of 
the liver surfaoe to the hee.d of the pancreas . y 
observa tions harmonize with this description . The 
f. distal anterior surfaoe of the procesaus oeudatua 
lies in contaot with the posterior surface of the 
head of the pancreas . This relation v~ries greatly 
depending upon the degree of development of the 
caudate process . It grows less in extent until it 
is often absent entirely in later fetal life . 
9 I 0 
In the youngest specimens , 40 and 39 . C H leng he 
55 and 66 mm . respectively, a little of "the nterior 
surface of the left kidney inferiorly lies in oontaot 
with the posterior surfaoe of the left lobe of the 
liver, caudal and lateral to the geetrio impression. 
This relation does not last long for it is found in 
none of the larger specimens . Jaokson found this 
relation present at the 31 mm . (C R) stage but not 
at the 65 mm 0 ( C R) stage . A small area of th right 
posterior surface of the right lobe of the liver ust 
1~ 
caudal to and continuous with the right auprarenal 
impression lies in oontaot with the anterior 
surface of the right kidney just oeudal to the 
suprarenel. 
-4----~~~~----------------........... ~ 
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4. The Pancreas. 
The classification of the various forms of the 
pancreas ie usually based on the form of the body ot 
the organ. Jackson's olassifioation is followed in 
this d or1ption with the addition of a fifth t e. 
( 
Jaok on distinguishe four type , the horizont 
ascending, oending- horizont 1, n so ndin -descend-
1ng. He tates that 1n the horizont l type •the bo y 
extend nearly horizontally out rd fro the up er 
part of the head. In the ascendin type the body 
oends gradually fro the neol to the t l t 
acute angle varying from 25 to 60 d r • In the 
oending- horizont l typ •th inner half of the body 
cend at a v riable le ( ver bout 45 d r a), 
the outer half extendin n ly horizont lly out rd. 
The asoending-d oendin t pr ent an 1 v rt V-
sh ped ap e ranee, th inn r h lf of th body cendin 
at a more or le s acute an le, the outer half de o ndin . • 
The fifth type hich I propose to ad. 1 se n in peoi n 
No. 48 and 15, CH length 82 and 139 mm. respeotively. 
It is charaoterized by the medial half or t o-th1rde of 
the body extending horizontally outward and forming n 
angle of approximately 45 to 60 degrees 1th the dist l 
half or one-third hioh extends obliquely upward. I 
have termed this the horilontal- oending type. 
Following this scheme of alas ifioation my find-
ings and those of Jackson are here 1th given in tabular 
form: 
es 
Horizontal 3 or 6 3 or 12 
A oonding 22 or 44- 7 or 2 
A cending-horizont 1 22 or 44 10 or 42 
.A oending-d oendin l or 2 4 or 17 
Horizont -aaoend.in 2 or 4 
Sinoe inter ediat tor a ar not unoo on, ao e 
diffioulty i e erienoetl oooaa1on 11 in cl i!1o t1on, 
e pecially betw n th 
horizontal types. 
oen 1ng nd the o nding-
Jackson points out that these ty e r not to 
be considered as oharaoteristio o! the f etua alone for 
all four forms may be found in the adult •although 
apparently in different proportions." Thu, according 
to Addison ( 161), the horizontal type ooours 1n approximate-
ly 5o1i of adults hereas it is comparatively infrequ nt in 
the fetus. In this oonneotion it 1 ell to mention that 
Mettenheimer ob erved that the panorea in the newborn i 
directed up ard more obliquely th n in the adult . 
Figure 2. ~ shows the plotted vert br 1 level ot the 
inferior border of the head of the panore 0 oh apeoimen. 
Oonsid r ble 1nd1vidu l v r1 tion exists, the highest level 
corresponding with that of the di o between the 14th 
thorao1o and let l b r vertebra , found in sp oi en o. 
ngth 55 
. ' 
hile th lo e t correspond• 1th 
that of the up rior p rt of the th l b r ertebr , found 
I 
in peci en o. o t of the level• 
correspond with th t of the ap1n e ent !ro th 
m1ddl of the 2nd to th m1ddl of the 3rd lumbar vertebr 
In f aot this is true of all but three o! the t enty apeoi ena 
whose CH lengths are less than 300 mm. Ho ever, in 
half of the 30 specimens hose CH lengths are leas 
than 300 mm. this level is higher, indicating that the 
head of the pa.ncrea.s, in a considerable percentage of 
oases, ha.a not yet reached it permanent level during 
the first half of fetal life. This harmonizes with 
Merkel's limited observations. 
Figure shows the plotted vertebr 1 level 
-
of the superior border of the tail of the panor The 
level of the tail fluctuates more th bat of the head, 
the superior and inferior limits of the former being h 
superior part of the 10th thor io and the interior part 
of the 2nd lumbar vertebrae respeotively. However, the 
level in most specimens oorre ponds 1th that of th llth 
or 12th thoracic vertebrae. 
The relations of the duod num and apleen to the 
pancreas 19 considered in oonn dtion 1th tho e org a. 
The relation of the colon to th head or the 
pancreas shows great deal of variation. In the great 
majority of specimens a part or 11 of the anterior 
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surface of the head of the pancreas is covered by the 
colon. However, in 5 specimens, namely No . 40, 38, 3, 
• f" ' 
32, and 5, CH length 55, 77, 259, and 400 respeotiv ly, 
the colon lies just caudal to the he d o! the pancreaa, 
~ 
While in two specimens, namely Nos. 30 and 37, CH le 
214 and 254 mm. respectively, the colon is cran1 1 to the 
head of the pancreas . 
In the specimens whose CH lengths a.re less than 
100 mm . the tail of the panore is not, as a r le, in 
contact with the left colic flexure. Ont other h d, 
1n all larger specimens, it is in contact in oat o 
but not all . 
The body of the pancreas in most a eoi ens lies 
nearer the lesser curvature of the stoma.oh th t e 
greater. Its superior margin is no here visible bo e 
the leaser curvature of the stoma.oh attar the re ov o! 
the liver in 13 of the 14 specimens hose CH length 
less than 135 mm. on the other hand, 1th !e exo tiona, 
it does extend higher than the lee er curvature tor 
part of its anterior surface above the lea er c v ture 
after removal of the liver. In the etu this of 
th pancreas is in oont t 1th the proo u ill is 
of the oaud te lobe of the liver. ~ller has pointed out 
that a true tuber oment le does not exist in the t tua 
inoe this p rt of the anore a i exolud d fro cont ot 
1th the le ser omentu by the proo ill is. 
Contr y to the ob r tion or opinion or o t 
ritere the po terior aurt oe of he or do 00 
into direct oont t with the left 1 n 000 io ' l 
during t te.l. lit . J aon is t e onl r1 , to 
kno 1 dge, who b o lled t en ion o 1 t t. 
t te th t altho h the 1 f n do pr v n 
direot oont ot bet n p or d l f id 
the gre ter t of to 1 11 I r 0 x-
oe tion 1n bo h h li 
He f th r h tro h 0 
•the ncre 1 to nd 1 i b XO U 
o r 
1th the idn until th 1 r n h h. 
y ob erv t1ona do not oo1no1 
tor in eoi ens o. 18, 15, 31, l, d ho e H 
lengths a.re 90, 139, 290, 315 and 370 . re peot1vely 
the tail of the pancre as found to be 1n p rt t leaat, 
in direct contact with the left kidn y. It 1 true that 
a very small area wa involved in all but t o of the e 
1 
specimens, namely, No . 31 and 36. In the 
consider ble part of the posterior surf oe of the tail 
of the pancreas as in cont ct 1th th kidney ju t 
inferior and 1 teral to the supraren Such rel tion 
w found to be present also in specimens oe. 50, 5, and 
r~, '71, v /() 
231 whose CH len th are 36, 400 and 455 . re peotively, 
except that in specimen No. 50 it the body of the 
panore and not 1t tail whioh as involved. y ob r-
va.tion oorrobor te those of J ck on' , th t the t il of 
the panore is the f irat part to 00 1nto cont t •1th 
the kidney t thi period (8th or th fet onth), •h1oh 
it doe in the an le between the 1 body and th 
lo er end of the spl en. Jao on found the t il of the 
pa.no re in oonta.ot with the kidney in 4 out of 9 fetuses 
over 40 om. in len th. I found it so in 2 out of 11 uoh 
f etuse . 
I 
5. Th s l en. 
Th outline of th epl en a atu i d in 
o i tte in a ecimen 0 • 9 
d 80 mm. re eot v y. 
Du to its r l tiv y 11 i in rly t t 
life, tt. a leen is tr u n tr r or 
vi y th ato 0 . Thu a in l ot t 7 oi 
hoe CH l n t r l 8 t 1 
ot v1o1ol until t ato 1 r 0 0 
tru of y of t r c 0 
mor t 8 
Th ! t l le 1 h 0 0 
in ah e 0 8 8 rt 0 
t te I Vi . ( ) xt r 0 r 
peoi en is in co t ot r 
· le! lo of e ·t c soon i 0 
oont ot it t 1 e 8 1 
r 1 tive t nt of tni cont c it i c 1 a1z 
beco es rel tively re ter -46e a ze of t 
I 
( ) 
( 
of o 
t 
0 
of 
0 0 
or 
0 0 
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axis of the f t l spleen is l ye oblique.• No sup ort 
hatsoever is found for Trolard's (1892) st t nt th t 
the fetal spleen is horizontal, ltbough it doe ppro oh 
more nearly the horizontal in l ter fet l life th in 
the e~rlier st es. 
The vertebral levels of t superior inferior 
poles of the spleen are indio te in figures o. ".)J 
respectively. The superior pol is most fr~uently !oun 
on a level with the 9th or 10th thor oio vert or Qn 
not infrEQ.uently on the s e leve or t e fun u of t e 
stomach. Ho ever, this is suOJeot to consider e v r tio 
the superior po e occurring either cove or lo the fun us. 
The level of the inferior ole corr 0 8 rul 1th 
the v rteor l se ent !ro th 1 e of tne l t h t or oio 
to the i le of the lat lum r rt br h e ourv a 
sho very stinotly th t uring fet l life the u.erior 
pole pushes gra u lly u r hil the 14fer1or pol 
pushes o ~rds. This harmonizes 1th Jc on's t te-
ment that the spleen expands u rd, in rd an 0 
during the later fet l at gee. The rel tions of the 
/./ 
spleen to t st a.ob colon v l y n 
oonai er d. 
Ae rule t t 11 of t ore a touo ea th n 
a.t i ta hilue. v ry fr~ uent y, ho ver, i s c1 ne 
ho e CH lengths r lee th aoo . it i in r 1 tion 
1th t e inferior po in ate So ti es, i th l t r 
st gea of !et 1 life the t il of t 0 t i a to 
00 e into oont ot itb the lo n, .g. 
peci ens 08. 3o d en th 70 
400 • re pectiv ly. 
In oat p ci ens on y l r o! rior 
surf c of t eft su r ren 1, loo r or 
ter y, is cov r y t 
~ 
n y 0 • l 
le s , t..,.e a 1 1 t r y r 0 
ren bi in ci 0 . ? 
CH en t ab in 130, 257, ' 3 5 7 
resp ctiv ly, 0 neg e • or 10 0 he l t 
SU r re 1 is cover b th 
/I~ 
7. The kidneys and ureters 
Because of the relative shortness of the lumbar 
spine in the fetus and the relatively large fetal 
kidneys the skeletal and visceral relations of the 
l atter during fetal life differ considerably fro the 
adult relations. 
t/ 
Figures ~71 3 ~ tf show the plotted vertebral 
levels of the superior and in:ferior poles of the right 
and left kidneys respectively. The curves of the e 
levels are pproximately horisontal lines, indicating 
tha t the permanent fetal positions of the kidney have 
been established before the beginning of the period 
represented by these specimens. Jackson found t 
the permenent fetal position is reached by the 
65 mm. {CR) stage. 
Individual variation in lev l is gre ter i n th 
upper than in the lower poles, the level of th upper 
pole of the right kidney v rying bet een that of the 
upper pert of the 11th thoracic vert bra and that of 
the 2nd lumbar diso, and that of the left pole between 
the level of the lower part of the 10th thoracio 
vertebra and the 2nd lumbar diso . In over 
two-thirds of the specimens the vertebr 1 levels of 
both the right end left upper poles correspond with 
that of the spinal segment between the 11th thoracic 
dieo and the middle of the let lumbar vertebra . o 
appreciable di:f:ference in level , on the average , 
exists between these two poles. 
The level of the right lo er pole aries bet een 
that of the 2nd lumbar disc and the lo er part of the 
5th lumbar vertebra hile that of the left kidney 
varies between the level of the 2nd lumb dieo bo e 
and the upper p rt of th ls s or 1 se ent b lo 
The vertebral levels of the lo er pol of both 
kidneys in over four- fifths of th sp oime e corr a on 
with the.t of the vertebr segment from th r 1 b 
di o above to the middle of the 5th lumb v rt r 
belo • o appreciable difference in level exists 
between the two lo er poles . 
/l'I 
Banohi ('07) fo1lild thet the level of the upper 
pole , in 100 newborn children, corresponded ith that 
of the 12th thoracic vertebra or the disoa 
immediately above or below while the level of the 
lower pole corresponded to that of the 4th or 5th 
lumbar vertebra. 
Ballantyne ( 1 91) found 'the level of the upper 
pole . to oorreapond with that of the 12th thoracic 
diso and the level of the lower pole with that of 
the 3rd lumbar diao. 
ettenheimer'a ('93) findings are similar to 
those of Ballantyne except that he found tho lo r 
pole one vertebral apace lo er. 
It is quite evident that consider ble 
divergence of opinion prevails r garding th s 
levels. y observations a.re very 1 i r to those 
of Banohi. 
It is generally ocepted as faot that the 
left kidney is situated some hat higher than the 
right due to the relatively great size of the right 
II 
lobe of the liver whroh prevents it from reaohing 
as high a level as the left and also prevents e.n 
elongation upward of its superior pole thereby 
causing the kidney to be more oompressed in its 
longitudinal axis and broader in its transverse a.xis. 
Ballantyne has the following to say regarding 
this: "It is usuaJ.ly stated that the left kidney is 
longer the.n the right, and is situs. ted at a higher 
level in the abdomen; but I have not found this to 
be the case in the in.fan.to The position of eaoh 
kidney was practically the s e, and in vertioal 
measurement the right and not the left as the 
longer". In the single full term fetu examined b 
Chievi tz the letter found that the kidneys ar of 
equal length: the left is situated h f vert bra 
lo er than the right" • 
In my series the position and length of the t 
kidneys ere approximately the s e in most of the 
specimens . In 9 speoimens the inferior pole of the 
left kidney is lower than. the right hile in 8 th 
right is lower than the left. 
JI 
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There ie no appreciable difference in the 
vertical measurements of the right and left kidneys . 
It would seem that the relative size of the right 
and left liver lobes is not a determining factor in 
the relative position of the kidneys for it ie not 
unusual to find a low lying left kidney assooieted 
with a relatively smell left liver lobe as occurs in 
I 
specimens Nos. 16 end 28• 6 H lengths 127 and 435 mm . 
respectively, while , on the ot her hand , the left 
kidney is oooasionally situated considorebly higher 
then the right in a specimen in hich the size of the 
left lobe of the liver ppro:ximately equals th t of 
the right as occurs in specimens Nos. 10 and 6 
C H lengths are 86 end 318 mm . r speoti vel • 
The relation of the inferior pol e of t.he 
kidneys he.a received considerable tte tion b 
different riters. In this series the lo r ol o 
the right kidney reaches the le el of th oorres o ding 
iliao orest in 9 specimens or in 18 per cent and 
extends belo it in 11 or in 22 per cent . ; the lower 
pole of the left kidney is found on a level with the 
crest in 11 specimens or in 22 per cent. and below it 
in 8 specimens or in 16 per cent. Alglove ('10), 
upon examination of 32 children under six months of 
age, found the lower poles of the kidneys on a level 
with the iliac orests in a little over 25 per cent. 
and below in 50 per cent. The first observation 
harmonizes very well with mine but the second differs 
greatly . 
The long axes of the kidneys are approximately 
vertical in most specimens. However variations from 
the vertical are frequent resulting in an approximation 
of the superior or inferior poles. The superior poles 
are more apt to be approximated in later fetal li~ 
and the inferior poles in early fetal life. 
The upper poles of the kidneys are capped by the 
suprarenals hich cover, in varying extent, th 
superior anterior kidney surfaces. The extent of the 
oontaot is generally greater on the left because the 
left suprarene.1 is generally larger than the right. 
/I 
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As a rule the medial. and inferior parts of the 
euprarenal.s extend down over the kidneys 
approximately to the hilus, sometimes felling a 
little short and again extending a little caudally. 
The posterior surface of the right lobe of the 
liver lies on the anterior surface of the right 
kidney just caudal. to the suprarenal and cranial 
and lateral to the oolon. Thie area is often 
triangular in sh&pe and is usually quite large. 
The relations of the oaecum, appendix, ascending 
oolon, duodenum and mall intestinal m sa to th 
anterior surface of the right kidney are described 
in connection •ith those organ • 
The anterior surface of the left kidney barely 
touches the spleen. In a fe specimens very 
little of its superior end lateral aspect does lie 
in contact with this organ, e.g. specimens ·os. 5 
....... 1..£1,"1 I t/ ~ 
and 23 C H length 400 and 455 mm. respectively. 
Ocoasionally a smell area of the anterior surface 
just caudal to the suprarenal and cranial. to the 
transverse colon lies in contact with the transverse 
meso colon whioh sepe.ratee it from the posterior 
gastric surface. In a few specimens a loop of 
sigmoid colon covers a part of the anterior surfac 
medially and inferiorly . The relations of the 
descending colon, pancreas , and mall intestinal 
mass to the out surface of the kidney are considered 
in the descriptions of those organs . 
Three anomalies of the kidneys ere to be seen 
in this series . The first concerns the right 
I J () 
kidney in specimen No . 371 whose C H length i s 
254 Dllil . The kidney is rotated medially on its long 
axis so that its hilus is located posteriorl • Its 
long axis is quite oblique , extending from the 
inferior pol laterally . The second anomaly is 
' I 
seen in specimen No6 33 hose CH length is 
270 mm ., e horseshoe kidney being present . The 
I 
third anomaly concerns specimen lo. 25, 
length is 435 mm . In this fetus the left kidney 
has failed to develop, being represented by a very 
smell nodule of renal ~issue. Its ureter is 
apparently nonnal. 
Fetal ureters are relatively short because the 
lumbar region is relatively short during this 
period. They course caudally and, as a rule, 
somewhat medially from the kidney pelvis to the 
urinary bladder 6 They extend either in an 
approximately straight line or with a bowing either 
laterally or medially. The straight type is th 
moat frequent and is seen at all stages of 
developmento A medially directed convexity is seen 
more frequently in younger specimens hile a 
lateral convexity is more frequent in the older 
fetuses. The ureters are usually narro and 
cord-like for a short distance from the kidney 
pelves. They soon become much wider and, as 
rule, show a ell developed lumbar sinus, hich is 
often surprisingly large, even approaching the 
adult size. Scemmon ('19) calls attention to the 
I I 
J 
fact that "the diameter of the ureter in th infant 
is always relatively 1 rger and sometimes beolutely 
larger then in the adult" . They often overlie the 
vertebra, partioulerly in early fetal life hen this 
is the rule. In later fetal life they are more 
laterally situated, often lying lateral to the spine 
for the greeter part of their course or , as is 
frequently the case, they overlie the spine only in 
...... 
part. 
Their visceral relations v ry considerably. 
Frequently the transverse pert of the duodenum lies 
in contact 1th the proximal end of the right 
ureter. In e fe specimens this division of th 
duodenum lies in contact with the left ureter al o. 
The right ureter is usually in oonteot ith th 
ascending colon , and often ith the caecum end 
small intestinal mass . Occasionally the vermiform 
process lies, in part, anterior to the right eter. 
The left ureter is often hidden from anterior vie 
I 
by the small intestinal mass, especially in the 
younger fetuses. The sigmoid colon, as a rule, ie 
the structure which lies just ventral to it. 
Specimen No . 3, CH length 254, sho s very 
sinuous ureters. 
6. The urinary bl dder 
On anterior vie the bdominal portion of the urinary 
bladder of the fetus i pyriform in shape 1th its broad 
end directed caudally and its t pering end orani lly. The 
1 tter may gradually or bruptly expand into the body of 
the bladder proper, doing so, as a rule, at e point 
approximately mid ay between the umbilicus and superior 
border of the symphysis pubis. This oorreeponds with the 
findings of Parsons in the ne born. It extends up to the 
umbilicus as the uraohus In this eeri s th bro d 
inferior end nev r feile to dip t 1 t littl belo 
the upp r m rgin of the eymphyeis pubis. Ho ver, this 
p rt of the bladder, hidde fro an rior vie b the 
symphy i pubis, is rel tiv ly so all t h or 
should be oon idered oat ntir 1 do 1 l. 
In ep eoimens whose C H leng he ar lee th 
it is not unusual for a ooneid r ble p r o th 
100 
portion of the bladder to b or t e th l b 
vertebr • Ho ever, in the lerg r s oi en , th f e 
exceptions, thi p rt of th bladd r is ell belo the 
level of the 5th lumbar vertebra. 
d 
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While the direction of the long axis of the 
bladder is vertical in most specimens it is not 
infrequently obliqu du to a lateral position of 
the umbilicus. 
Its posterior surfaoe is related to the rectum, 
sigmoid flexure, and small intestinal mass in the 
male; in the female the relations are the same exaept 
that the uterus intervenes bet een rectum and bladder. 
The anterior surface of the bladder is in oontaot 
with a triangular area of the anterior abdominal all, 
the base and ides of hich correspond to the superior 
mar gin of the symphysie and the umbilical arteries 
respeotiTely, while the apex oorreeponds to the 
um.bilious• 
The suprarenals 
The form of the fetal euprarenal ie quite variable 
Usually it is irregularly cone- shaped with a decided 
flattening antero-posteriorly and rith an excavated base 
which oape the superior pole of the kidney . 
t/ I 
Figures show the plotted vertebral levels of 
the superior and inferior limits of the right and left 
suprarenals respectively o All four curves are horizontal 
lines indicating that the fetel position has been 
established before the period represented by the 
youngest specimens. Jackson found that the fetal 
position is established by the 65 mm. (CR) stage . In 
most specimens the level of the t o supre.renals ie 
approxima. tely the seme • The upper limi of the right 
supra.renal varies from the level of the 7th thoracic 
diso to that of the lower part of th 12th thore.cio 
vertebra. In nearly every epeoimen it oorrespond 
with the level of the vertebral s gment from th 
middle of the 9th to th middle of the 11th thoracic 
vertebra . Thie is also true for the superior limit of 
I 
the left euprarenal . The variations in level of the 
inferior limits of the right and left suprarenale 
correspond with the level of the lower part of the 
12th thoracic vertebra above and that of the middle of 
the 4th lumbar vertebra below. In nearly every specimen 
this level corresponds with that of the spinal segment 
extending from the middle of the let to the middle of 
the 3rd lumbar vertebra According to Lemaire the 
level of the upper limit corresponds ith that of the 
10th or 11th thoracic vertebra. This agrees very ell 
with my findings. Pronounced assymetry in contour of 
the two suprarenale is frequently seen. Often one 
extremity will extend ooneider bly further superiorl 
or inferiorly than that of the opposite gl nd 
Difference in level of the t o supr renale is fr quently 
seen throughout the s rie • Often they re olo el 
related medially and in sp oim n o 37, ho C H 
length is 254 mm ., their borders are in oontaot. 
Considerable variation in size is not unusual. ile 
the right is sometimes the larger , the left is more 
I 
frequently the larger when a difference in size does 
exist. 
The relations of the anterior surfaoe of the 
right suprarenal to the 11 ver and duodenum and of th 
corresponding surface of the left to the stomach, 
spleen, pancreas, liver, colon and small. intestinal 
mass are described with each of these organs. 
The aorta 
Only the level of the inferior border of th 
aortic bifuroation is considered. Figure shows 
a plotting of this level. It is readily seen that 
after the 100 mm. stage th.is level is very constant 
in most specimens varying only slightly if at all, 
from the level of the diso between the 4th e.nd 5th 
lumbar vertebrae This means that the bi:furoation 
lies just anterior to the lower part of the 4th lumbar 
vertebra, a position which oorresponds with that found 
in the adult aoaording to Corning. Th t p rt of the 
ourve representing the speoimens whose 0 H lengths are 
less than 100 mm. shows that the level of the 
bifurcation is desoending quite rapidly during this 
paiod of development$ 
I 
I ~ 
VI . General Summary and Conclusions . 
The general results of this study may be summarized as 
follows: 
1 . The general topography of th abdominal alls and 
its landmarks • 
(a) The subcostal angle is obtuse in nearly every 
fetus over 12 weeks of age . 
(b) The vertebral level of the tip of th xiphoid 
process varies greatly in th~ fetus th upper limit in 
this series being the middle of th eighth thoracic ert bra 
and the lower the twelfth thoracic disc . 
(c) The vertebral 1 vel of th xi hoid proc ss is 
somewhat higher in the latter half of f ~l li its tip, 
as a rul , cor~·esponcling in level ith that o th n'nth or 
tenth thoracic ver tebra . 
(d) The v r tebrcl 1 v 1 of the umbilicu in th 
f tus is quite constant , correspondi ith that of the 
• 
spinal segment from th midclle of the fourth lumbar r bra 
to the f i fth lumbar disc . 
I I 
(e} The umbilicus shifts cephalad a trifle duri 
the latter half of fetal life. 
(f) The vertebral level of the iliac crests is very 
constant in the fetus, in most cases corresponding ith that 
of the spinal segment extending from the middle of the 
f ourth to the middle of the fifth lumbar v rtebra. 
(g) The relative length of the internal conjugate 
diameter varies greatly in the fetus . 
2 . he stomach. 
(a) The fetal stomach shows all th ubdivisions 
found in the adult type . 
(b) he long axis of the f tal stomach is vertical 
in approximately 50 per cent . o all c s x in d. 
(c) he vertebral 1 v 1 o th cardia is mor 
constant than that of the p lor s, in most spocimens corr -
sponding with that of tle spinal segm nt included b teen th 
lower parts of the ninth and tenth v rtebrae. 
(d) he mid-pyloric level in most fetuses corresponQ 
with that of the spinal segment from th upper part of th 
.. 
I 
tw lfth thoracic to th middl of th s cond lumbar v r bra. 
(e) The vertebral lev 1 of thv greater curvature of 
the stomach is the least constant . as compar d ith th 
cardia and pylorus. 
(f) In all fetuses the stomach overlaps the spl n 
in part or ntirely . 
( g) The liver hides the stomach frot:l ant r ior 
view in 90 per cent . of f tus s . 
(h) In no specimen is the stomach in dir ct contact 
with the left kidney . 
3 . he duodenum. 
(a) ~h fetal duod num belon s to on of t o t s 
the 
11U" shaped or annular . 
(b) mhe "U" shap d typ occur xclusi 1 in 
the first half of f tal lif hile he ann lar pe occ~rs 
oftener during the latt r part of feta- li e. 
(c) The vertebral levels of th o extr ities of 
the duodenum are approximately the s ~ in most fetus s 
corresponding as a r~le ith that of th spinal segment from 
I 
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small intestinal mass usually occupies varyin eA~ nts of 
tho iliac fossab . 
5 . mhe caecum and vermiform proc ss . 
(a) mh re are three fetal typ s of caeca, the 
"dropped cone" , "b" type and transverse types, of hich the 
last two are by far the most frequent . 
(b) Ther is a slow but eonstant d sc nt of the 
caecum throughout the f tel p riod . 
(c) ~he ca cum i on a 1 vel it or belo· t e 
right iliac crest in 75 por cent . of fetuses ov r 2~ e s 
of age . 
(d) In no f tus over 25 ee:s of age as the 
caecum above the inf er ior bor er of the li r . 
(e) In no f tus as the caec found in contact 
ith the duodenum. 
(!) Th~r is no definit lin of ddmarl tion bet een 
caecum and vermiform process in thv fetus . 
(g) The vermiform process as found lateral to the 
caecum in 23 per cent. and retrocecal in 15 p r cent . of 
f etuses. 
6 . The ascending, transverse, descending and sigmoid 
colon. 
(a) A primary left colic loop divides th colon in 
the late embryonic period into t o fundament 1 s m nts. 
(b) Three secondary fle:x:ures d v lop very constantly 
in the fetal colon, occurring at the apex of the colic loop 
in the sigmoid and transverse colons and at th site of t e 
hepatic flexure. 
(c) Th right colic flexure is usuall the las of 
the thre pri ary flexure to appear. 
(d) T rtiary colic fl xur s occur, p t cul rly i 
the later fetal period. 
(e) In fetus s hose ag is 1 ss than 26 the 
transverse colon is invariabl located far abo th umbilic 
s age increases the lev 1 of thi di i ion of colon 
approximates and in a fe specimens is the same as that of 
the umbilicus. 
I 
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(f) The left colic flexure d aoenda in level a 
little during the latter half of fetal life . 
(g) The level of th apex of th left colic fl xure 
in later fetal life corresponds with that of the upp r part 
of the eleventh and the lo er part of the lfth horacic 
vertebra • 
(h) While the 1 ft colic flexure in th f tus is 
quite constantly in contact uith th apl n yet exc ptions 
occasionally occur , especially in the young r specimen . 
(i) Four types of sig oid colons are s n d ing 
the late embryonic and fetal periods. 
(j) loop of sigmoid colon is not infr qu tl 
in contact ith the transverse portion of the d odenum 
during later fetal life. 
(k) Duri the latter half of f tal lif th colon 
and particularly the sigmoid division beco e mar dly dis-
tended with meconium. 
7. The liver. 
(a) The superior surfac of the li r reache~ i s 
I ~ 
permanent fetal position by tha late embryonic p riod . 
(b) The vertebral level of the sup rior surfac of 
the liver in the fetus corresponds , in most cas s, ith that 
of the spinal segment from the middle of the sev nth to th 
middle of the ninth thoracic vertebra. 
(c) The inferior liver border becomes relat ively 
higher throughout the fetal period . 
(d) The right lobe of the liver often ext nds doin 
to or below the right iliac crest in early fetal life. 
(e) he fetal liv r has three well defined surfaces, 
superior , anterior and posterior . 
8. ~pancreas . 
(a) Depending upon the direction of i t s bod th 
fetal pancreas may be classified in five types, the horizon-
tal, the ascending, the ascending-horizontal th ascendi g-
descending , and the horizontal- ascending . The third and 
fourth types occur in the great majorit of cases . 
(b ) The vertebral level of th inferior border of 
the head of the pancreas corresponds ith that of the spinal 
I 
segment from the middle of the second to th middle of the 
third lumbar vertebra. 
(c) The head of the pancreas has not yet reached 
its permanent fetal position in a considerable number of 
fetuses less than 24 weeks old. 
(d) The vertebral level of th tail of the pancreas 
in the fetus corresponds, as a rule, with that of th 
eleventh or t elfth thoracic vertebra. 
(e) In fetuses, and embryos, hos ag s ar 1 ss 
than 12 weeks, th tail of the pancreas is gen rally not in 
contact .ith the splenic flexure o the colon hil 
in older fetuses it is quite constantly in contact ith this 
flexure. 
(f) The tail of th pe.ncreas ocoasionall oe not 
come in contact with the spleen. 
(g) The posterior surface of th ancrea is 
occasionally in contact ~ith the anterior surf o o t 
le~ kidney duri ~ fetal life . 
9. The spleen. 
(a) The fetal spleen possesses three surfac s, 
external , antero-internal and posterior . 
(b) The left lobe of th liver is in contact ~ith 
the spleen to a greater or less ext nt in every fetus 1hose 
CH length exceeds 180 mm. 
(c) The direction of the long axis of th etal 
spleen was invariably oblique in all specimens e amined . 
(d) The superior pole of th spleen in th fetus 
is most frequently found in a level ith th ninth or t nth 
thoracic vertebra and th inferior pole on a lQvel ith the 
spinal segment from the middle of the eleventh thoracic 
to the middle of the first lumbar vertebra. 
(e) During fetal life the superior pol o the 
spleen pushed up ard hile the inferior pole pushe 
do nward. 
10. The kidneys . 
~
(a) The permanent fetal position of the dneys is 
established by the late embryonic period. 
(b) In the majority of fetuses th 1 vel of th 
superior pole of the ld.dney correspond ith that of the 
spinal segment between the eleventh thoraoic disc and the 
middle of the first lumbar vertebra. 
( c) In the great majority of f tus s th lev 1 of 
the inferior poles of the kidneys corresponds ith that of 
the spinal segment from the third lumbar disc to th middl 
of the fifth lumbar vertebra. 
(d) Tho vertebral levels of th t o kidn ys ar 
approximately the same in the fetus. 
(e) The lengths of the t o kidneys are approxi at -
ly equal in the fetus. 
( f) The left kidney is lo er than the right us 
as often as the right is lo er than th _ ft. 
11. The ureter . 
(a) mhe fetal .ureters are relat iv 1 nort, due to 
' 
the short lumbar spine. 
(b) The fetal ureters, as a rule, sho a all 
developed lumbar sinus which sometimes approximates in size 
that of the adult . 
12 . The urinary bladder . 
(a) The fetal urinary bladder is almost ntir ly 
an abdominal organ. 
(b) The body proper of the f tal urinary bladder, 
as a rule, passed into the constricted portion at a point 
approximately mid ay between the umbilicus and superior borde 
of the symphysis pubis. 
13 . ~ suprarenals . 
(a) mhe fetal positions of the suprarenals is 
established by the late embryonic period . 
(b) In most fetus s the v rt bral lev 1 of t he 
upper limits of both supraranals are the same co~ espondin 
with that of the spinal segm nt from th middle of th ninth 
to the middle of tha eleventh thoracic ertebra il th 
lower limit corresponds with that of the spinal se ent 
from the middle of the irst to the middle of the t hird 
lumbar vertebra. 
(c) Pronounced assymetr in contour bet~ en 
the two suprarenals is frequent . 
(d) Considerable variation in size b t~een the 
two suprarenals is not unusual, the left generally b i 
the larger . 
14. The abdominal aorta. 
(a) The vertebral level of the bifurcation of th 
abdominal aorta is very constant in the fetus, corresponding 
with that of the lo er part of the fourth lumbar vertebra. 
Conclusions: 
(a) maken as a hole the r pid and mar d cha.ng in 
the topography of the abdom n hich are characteri ic o 
early prenatal life, cease ith the clos of th br onic 
period in the latter pa.rt of th third fetal onth a he 
modifications of th relations and position of th arious 
abdominal viscera from this time to birth are compar ti ely 
J 
small . This generalization regarding the changes in form of 
the various viscera agrees with rec0nt investigations of the 
changes in form of the various parts of the body and chan es 
in bodily dimensions . 
(b) ost of the abdominal viscera approach their adult 
position by the beginning of th~ fetal period . be except-
ions to this rule are the organs most affected by the changes 
of postnatal life, notably the stomach and caecum. 
(c) The most notable changes in abdominal topography 
in the fetal p riod are tbos produc d by the ccumulation of 
material in the cavities of th~ hollow vi cera. In partic lar 
these arc the changes in thu form of the stomach brought 
about by the distention of thi iscus 1th cous or n allo -
ad amniotic fluid and the changes in th colon ana es eciall 
the sigmoid colon through its di tention it m coni' . 
(d) In only one solid vi cus the spleen as d finite 
evidence noted that the relative increa e in the ize o tne 
organ distinctly modified its s eletal relations in f tal 
life . On the other hand , the li er was the onl sol' organ 
noted whose relative decrease in size modifi d its sk letal 
relation in fetal l ife , its inferior bard r moving cranially. 
he other parenchymatous organs , although growing rapidly, 
show little modification in their vert bral level • In other 
words, the dimensional correlations of th abdominal s eleton 
and abdominal organs remain fairly constant . 
(e) The role of the liv r as ad t rminant of the 
abdominal topography in th f tal p riod so s to have be n 
somewhat overestimated . o evidence was found in this study 
that the size of the liver had had any effect on th position 
of any of the organs which it is presumed to influ nee, uch 
as the right kidney. 
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igures 205 to 222 inclusive are a series of half tone 
dra ings of nine fetuses whose C H lengths from 
the smallest to the lergest differ euoceeeively 
by approximately five centimeters, except the t o 
smallest whose C H lengths differ by approximately 
three centimeters. These fetuses ere selected as 
typical for the periods of gro th indicated by 
their C H lengths. Two halfJ1drawings were made of 
each fetus, in order to sho the visceral 
relations more clearly . The ·nue-l~us of these 
figures and the C H lengths of the fetuses are as 
follo s: 
Figs . 205-206, CH length 127 mm. 
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